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New landscaping
helps contribute
to the 'beauty' of
community theater
By TODD 0. ROSS

Mostly clear

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
65 to 70. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
and hot. High in the lower 90s.

Liz Bussey, executive director of
the Playhouse in the Park, is proud
of the picture of the renovated
community theater that opened this
spring, and she and the theater
board members are even prouder of
the new landscaping that will frame
that picture.
"It is such a beautiful frame for
this beautiful place," Bussey said.
The landscaping is being done
by Rolling Hills Nursery in Murray, and for Rob Stanfa, owner of
the nursery, this is his way of contributing to the community-wide
effort of renovating the theater.
"Back in the winter, I decided I
would come and talk with Liz
about making this my contribution
as a business in the community,"
Stanfa said. "Through talking and

MURRAY. KY

WORLD

NATIONAL

k

WASHINGTON — Congress is bracing itself for hard-core politics
in an. election-year renewal of the flag-burning issue now that the
Supreme Court overturned a flag protection law.
WASHINGTON — A Supreme Court decision to overturn a flag
protection law is a political gift to Republican conservatives who have
seen some of their best themes blunted by events beyond their reach.
GAL VESTON, Texas — Firefighters today tried to cool the searing
deck of the Mega Borg to allow use of fire-smothering foam on the
hulk as waves broke over the rear of the supertanker carrying 38 million gallons of oil.
AUSTIN, Texas — Texas should prepare for oil spills the way California prepares for earthquakes, a state official said as emergency
crews braced for a possibly catastrophic spill from the Mega Borg
burning in the Gulf of Mexico.
WASHINGTON — Former national security adviser John M. Poindexter received a six-month sentence and a stern lecture from a judge
who said he undermined democracy by lying to Congress about the
Iran-Contra affair.
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Rob Stanfa (left), owner of Rolling Hills Nursery, shovels mulch around plants Monday morning, while
Girl Scouts Sara Klaus (center) and Katie Olson from Troop 3093 spread it around the plant bed. The
Girl Scout cadets and seniors volunteered their help in getting the landscaping around the Playhouse in
the Park ready for the opening of 'Annie Get Your Gun.' Stanfa said his nursery is donating the cost of
the plants and labor at cost as part of his contribution to the renovation of the community theater.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

PIKEVILLE — An FBI agent is expected to plead guilty today in
Pike Circuit Court to manslaughter in the death of a pregnant 28-yearold woman with whom he was allegedly having an affair, sources say.
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court has refused to reinstate a
lawsuit that charged Kentucky social workers with neglect because of
the alleged abuse of a severely handicapped foster child.
LOUISVILLE — "Teacher shopping" — the practice of letting
parents scrutinize and select teachers for their children — has been a
practice for years in schools.
FRANKFORT — The state school board has authority to keep the
Channel One news program and its commercial advertising out of Kentucky classrooms, the attorney general's office said.

The Calloway County School
Board listened to and approved the
recommendations for new principals at Calloway County Middle
School and Southwest Calloway
Elementary School and approved
the recommendation for a new girls
basketball coach at Calloway
County High School Monday in a
special called meeting.
Marilyn Willis, former principal
at the Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center, will assume the
duties of principal of Calloway
County Middle School. A native of

SPORTS
OAKLAND, Calif— Nolan Ryan pitched the sixth no-hitter of his
career, extending his major league record as the Texas Rangers beat
the Oakland Athletics 5-0.
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — Pat Riley made a tearful farewell to the
Los Angeles Lalcers, saying that after nine years and four NBA championships "there are other things I want to do with my life."
NEWARK, N.J. — A federal judge told eight players battling the
NFL's free agency system on anti-trust grounds to argue their case in
Minnesota, where a similar case has been proceeding since 1987. U.S.
District Judge John W. Bissell granted a request by league attorneys to
transfer the case.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

Mayfield, she has a bachelor's
degree from Murray State University in psychology and sociology
and a master's degree in education
from Murray State.
Dr. Michael Hicks, coming from
Lexington as program specialist for
the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, will assume
the duties of principal of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School. A
native of Nashville, Tenn., he has a
bachelor's degree from Middle
Tennessee State University, a master's degree from Eastern Kentucky
University and a doctorate in educational administration from the
University of Kentucky.

Peter O'Rourke was named the
new girls basketball coach at the
high school. He was football coach
and girls basketball coach at Calloway County Middle School before
being appointed to the high school
position.
The board recognized and presented certificates of appreciation
to two groups at the meeting.
The National School Volunteer
Program's Outstanding School Volunteer Awards were presented to
Josh McKee', former fifth grader at
East Elementary; Cindy Cossey,
PTA president; and Beth Falwell,
coordinator of the volunteer program. Not present but also awarded

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
A U.S. Supreme Court ruling
that Congress violated free-speech
rights when it outlawed flag burning last year has renewed the call
from Kentucky's congressional delegation to amend the Constitution
to protect Old Glory.
"I am frustrated by the Supreme
Court's decision ... but I can assure
you LI;tat the fight does not end
heirp-f.- said Rep. Chris Perkins,
D-7th District. "In our great coun-

try, we simply cannot allow this all possible remedies to this
blatant disregard for such a power- problem."
ful national symbol."
"The bottom line is that we
Sen. Mitch McConnell, a Repu- must leave no stone unturned in
blican, agreed.
our efforts to protect the flag," he
"I think it's disgusting that a said.
group of thugs can desecrate a
In October, Ford and McConnell
symbol that Americans have fought both voted for an amendment, but
over and willingly died for since it failed to get the required twoour country was founded," thirds majority. They also voted for
McConnell said.
• the law prohibiting defacing the
His Democratic counterpart in flag.
the Senate, Wendell Ford, said the
Last year the House considered
nation's lawmakers must "explore only the law, not a constitutional

L

Also recognized were recipients
of certificates for Outstanding Contributions to Education in Kentucky
by the Kentucky Department of
Education. Amy Helm, graduating
senior, was honored because of her
involverlient with the rnentorship
program. Not present but also
receiving certificates were Keith
Jones and Melanie Osborn.
In other business, the school
(Cont'd on

page 2)

amendment. All seven Kentucky
members voted for the law.
Rep. Romano "Ron" Mazzoli,
D-3rd District, said he supports an
amendment but wants to ensure
that it doesn't go so far as to cover
the use of the flag in clothes or
other circumstances that don't
necessarily constitute desecration.
"I think there are limits to what
people can do to express their
unhappiness," Mazzoli said in
(Cont'd on

page 2)

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

were Andy Trice, member of the
school/business partnership as
manager of Piggly Wiggly, and Elizabeth Rowland, senior volunteer.

Hopes of winning
'big bucks' keeps
some residents
playing lottery
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State delegation critical of flag-burning ruling

DETROIT — Outspoken
Chrysler Corp. executive Bennett Bidwell ended months of
speculation about his early
retirement and joined the
executive exodus from the No.
3 automaker.
The departure of the company's most colorful executive
next to Chairman Lee Iacocca
was announced Monday and is
effective Jan. 1. It was the
fourth resignation announced
in the past six weeks.
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Principals, coach OK'd by county school board
By TODD 0. ROSS

STATE

(Cont'd on

Robert Cosair purchases a scratch-offdlistant win lottery game Monday at a local business,. Many residents are playing the lottery games on a regular basis.

In Calloway. Marshall and
Graves counties alone, more than
$5 million in sales has been generated, since the Kentucky Lottery
games began last year, said Margaret Smith of the Kentucky Lottery Corporation.
Calloway County tops the list at
$2.1 million in sales from both
online games, such as the biwe*
Pick Six games, and the instant'.
"scratch-off" games. The Lottery
Corporation reported Grave: and
Manta counties having WNW
about $1.5 million each.
Proportionally, the three counties
are about the same in the amount
of money paid to winners. Accord(Cont'd on pale 2)
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Attorney genii-al: state can regulate
use of'Channel One'in its schools

Smoky salute
aser.V°
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state school board has authority to
keep the Channel One news program and its commercial advertising
out of Kentucky classrooms, the
attorney general's office said.
No Kentucky law prohibits local
school districts from showing
instructional television programs
with commercials. But part of the
state's "central control" of public
schools includes determining how
educational equipment shall be provided and used in the schools, the
attorney general's opinion said
Monday.
It was written by Assistant
Attorney General Anne E. Keating
for Gary Bale, general counsel of
the state Department of Education.
The opinion was added to the
agenda for today's scheduled meeting of the State Board for Elementary and Secondary Education. The
board previously had drawn up a
regulation barring local use of
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Musketeers give Jim Jackson, standing at far right, a salute as part of a Kentucky Colonels' presentation
Monday afternoon at the Joe Keeslar farm near Almo. Jackson, the official armorer for Queen Elizabeth
II, has been in Murray the past two weeks to learn how to make Damascus steel blades from Keeslar, who
is an expert gun- and knifesmith. Former County Attorney Robert 0. Miller, standing with Jackson, made
the Kentucky Colonels presentation.

Ruling...
(Cont'd from page 1)
expressing support for an amendment. But, he added in an interview
with The Courier-Journal, "We
have to be careful not tc
overreact."
Mazzoli is a member of the Judiciary Committee, the panel that
would draft the amendment, and he
said he thinks Chairman Jack
Brooks, D-Texas, will move the
legislation "fairly quickly." He
predicted that the House would
approve an amendment of some
kind.
The Constitution can be

amended by a two-thirds vote of
each house of Congress and ratification by three-fourths of the
states. Or the states can initiate the
process if two-thirds of them petition Congress for the calling of a
constitutional convention to pass an
amendment.
The issue is expected to be a hot
issue in this fall's congressional
and state legislative races.
The Kentucky General Assembly
would be inclined to approve an
amendment forbidding flag desecration, key legislators said Monday.
"Because a majority of the people feel so strongly about this, I
don't think it can be stopped. I
think we'll see an amendment,"

School board...

Channel One, pending the opinion.
Channel One is a I2-minute daily telecast — 10 minutes of news,
two minutes of commercials — for
showing in high school classrooms.
It is marketed to individual school
districts by Whittle Communications of Knoxville, Tenn.
Schools agreeing to show the
daily newscast receive free use of a
satellite dish, two video cassette
recorders and a television for every
23 pupils.
Opponents of Channel One in
Kentucky include the Kentucky
Education Association, Kentucky

Educational Television and the
Kentucky Parent-Teacher
Association.
At least four Kentucky school
districts have agreed to require students to watch the daily telecast.
The Department of Education
advised inquiring superintendents
to include a cancellation provision
in contracts if the state banned
Channel One.
The state board's role will
change next month as the recently
enacted Kentucky Education
Reform Act becomes effective.

Two-car accident Motorcycle driver
reported Monday suffers minor
A Murray woman suffered possi- injuries after
ble minor injuries Monday around
12:20 p.m. when the car she was Saturday accident
driving was struck from behind,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Tammy G. Garland, 20, of Rt. 5,
Murray, suffered possible injuries
to her neck after her car was struck
from behind by another vehicle driven by Lester G. Nanny, 76, of
Murray, police said.
Police said Garland was stopped
on S. 16th Street and was attempting to turn onto Belmont when the
accident occurred.
Nanny was not reported injured.

A motorcycle mishap Sunday
sent a Murray man to the hospital
with minor injuries to his arm and
legs, according to a report from the
Murray Police Department.
Gregory M. Steinfeldt, of Rt. 6,
Murray, was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after the motorcycle he was
driving struck another vehicle driven by 63-year-old Dovie A.
Smith, of J-4 Southside Manor,
Murray, near the intersection of
13th and Main around 4:02 p.m.,
police said.
Police said Smith was attempting
to pull out of the Little Bear parking lot when he pulled into the path
of Steinfeldt who was westbound
on Main Street.
Police cited Steinfeldt for no
insurance, no registration and no
operator's license.
Smith was not reported injured.

(Cont'd from page 1)
board accepted the management
said House Speaker Pro Tern Pete committee's review of the student
Worthington. "I believe Congress discipline code. One major change
will approve it and send it to the was concerning the possession of
states. If not, I think there'll be a personal paging devices on school
movement by the states — includ- grounds.
The state attorney general ruled
ing Kentucky — to initiate the
that no person could bring a paging
amendment process."
Senate Democratic Caucus device in the school unless a memChairman David Karem said, "I ber of the emergency medical serthink the Kentucky General vice or volunteer fire department.
Assembly would probably approve The attorney general's main consuch an amendmeni" But he said cern was that these devices allowed (Cont'd from page 1)
person to get out of school to posdiscussing what the needs were as
some officials find themselves in
far as plants and landscaping, we
an awkward position. "It is a sibly buy or sell drugs.
The management committee
developed a plan suitable to both
repulsive thing to burn the flag.
parties."
But when you have a free society, decided to eliminate the section
Stanfa came up with the landthe price of freedom is very high concerning the medical service and
fire department saying that "it pro- scaping design with the help of
sometimes."
vides students with an out." The
Vikki Griffin of Vikki Griffin GarHouse Democratic Whip Kenny
den Design.
Rapier said: "This is a touchy sub- committee also said that students
should not be on duty during
The overall plan consists of sevject. But if it gets out there as school anyway.
eral phases, he said, the first of
apple pie and mother, it would be
The school board also:
which will be completed by this (Cont'd from page 1)
very tough to beat."
• accepted the offer of assistance
Thursday.
ing to figures from the Lottery CorAn existing state law makes from the School Facility ConstrucThe landscaping will include a poration, players in Calloway
public desecration of the state and
tion Commission in the amount of large variety of evergreen and County have been paid 45.9 pernational flags — as well as other $79,000.
flowering trees such as hollies, spi- cent of total sales, Graves 44.6 perpatriotic and religious symbols — a
• _approved the transfer of funds reas, junipers, Bedford pears and cent and Marshall County 44.2
misdemeanor.
to the high school and the athletic Yoshino cherries. The plan also percent. includes a wide variety of flowerBut that is good enough odds for
department to cover expenses.
ing
perennials.
some
people.
• approved a travel request to
"With this idea of plant material
Dave Smith, a clerk at Pocket's
send a student to the awards ceremony for the Duke University added, we can have a colorful land- Shell Food Mart on Chestnut
A Murray man was arrested on
scape throughout the year," Stanfa Street, said he has been playing the
prostitution charges Monday night, talent search program in Durham, said. "It will add to the renovation scratch-off games at least once a
according to a report from the Cal- N.C., and approved a $350 travel of the Playhouse in the Park."
week since they began in April,
loway County Sheriff's expense for that student. This will
Stanfa said he estimates the val1989.
be
effective
this
year
and
following
Department.
ue
of
the
landscaping
to
be
Selling the tickets as part of his
David A. Pace, 23, of F-33 Mur- years.
between $5,000 and $7,000. "Rolljob makes it difficult for him not to
Cal Apartments, Murray, was • approved 1990-91 calendar set- ing Hills is donating a good portion
ting the first day of school on Aug.
play, he said.
arrested Monday night and charged
17 and the last day, barring snow of the plants and labor at cost."
"You sell tickets and see somewith one count of prostitution and
"The theater really appreciates
body
win $50 or so and it tempts
one count of criminal solicitation, days, on May 21.
the contributions and efforts of
you to buy one yourself," he said.
according to reports.
• approved the contract for the Rolling Hills and Vikki Griffin,"
"I've never won anything big,
Pace was lodged in the Calloway Adult Agriculture Program for Bussey said. "They pushed for the
maybe $10 or $20 a few times," he
County Jail. Bond was set at $250. 1990-91.
landscaping. We hadn't even
said. "But the chance of winning
thought that far ahead. I had no
big keeps me playing it."
idea when they came, how beautiSmith said he has played the
ful it would be."
Pick Six game since it began in
Other phases in the plan include
October, but has yet to win it.
reseeding and fixing the lawn in
Lottery sales at Pocket's average
front of the theater. This work is
scheduled to begin at the first of about $100 a day on scratch-off
games, and sales of the Pick Six
September. Stanfa said additional
games triple on Wednesdays and
plants along the walkway are
Saturdays, the days the numbers
planned, along with lighting and
are drawn for the jackpot, Smith
concrete brick work.
said.
"We have a fantasy of Victorian
lampposts on the walk, but that is
20 Lb.
Robert Cosair said he plays the
not in the budget right now," Busscratch-off
games two or three
sey said.
Stanfa said he is working under times a week because of the
20 Lb. Box
unusual circumstances at the park. chances of winning.
"I've won $5 and $10 tickets,
"Landscaping, for us, is the final
phase of a project, but in this case nothing big," he said. "But the
it is not." The theater is planning chances are better than the Pick-Six
20 Lb. Box
on painting the depot and paving games."
Cosair said he has played the
the parking lot in the future.
Bussey said the theater is relying Pick-Six game a few times, but
on an "overwhelming amount of said he has no particular system for
52 Ears
volunteer labor" for the landscap- picking the numbers.
"Sometimes I pick whatever
ing. Already, theater supporters and
local Girl Scout and Boy Scout pops into my head and sometimes I
troops have taken up shovels, rakes let the computer pick them at ran20 Lb. Box
and picks in the landscaping effort. dom," he said.
"We are going to get all the volSmith has allowed the computer
unteer labor we can, but we have to to pick his six numbers, but more
4 Lb. Box
get it done by Thursday," Stanfa often does it himself.
"I often pick sports figures as a
said.
On Thursday, the theater will be system; sometimes I put my birthhosting a reception and sneak pre- day or my family members' birth2 Lb. Box
view of "Annie Get Your Gun" for days on the card," Smith said.
its contributors.
Numerous omer businesses in
"We just want the theater to look
the county also sell the Kentucky
good for them," Bussey said.
lottery game tickets.

Landscaping...
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CONNECTI
by
T. Dwane Tucker
Manager •
South Central Bell

Let's bring the Information Age home to Calloway County
I here is grow ing concern that the 1,.S. may be falling behind in today's information hased economy,and the gap may be widening Its very frustrating not to be able to put our
technology and expertise to work to close that gap -- but present restrictions prevent us
[Rim doing just that.
Recognizing the need tor action, members of the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee
)have dratted legislation that could
.inclung Kentucky s senior senator, Wendell Ford.
help/change this situation The bill would allow South Central Bell and the other Bell
companies to engage and invest in the research, design and manufacture of telecommunications equipment_ ibis bill recently cleared its first hurdle in Washington and is expected
to collne before the full Senate for a vote later this year.
Legislanon that would allow us into manufacturing telephone equipment, as well as
enable us to provide many beneficial information services, also is being considered in the
S llouse of Representatives
I his cuula mean additional jobs for L.S workers and increased competitiveness tor the
L.ruted States in the global market Amencan money and innovation would stay here
instead of traveling overseas. And South Central Bell would be free to provide advanced
icleLommunications services that could benefit Murray and Calloway County
Helping to improve education
.Allordable services provided through the telephone network could expand schools
beyond traditional walls. Teachers could work with multiple dIS1411t classrooms or students
at home through new -video windows- large screen, two-way transmissions that nriake it
seem like everyone's in the same room
Audio and video gateways could open doors to lihranes and other int ormau on resources
around the world Murray and Calloway County students could get information from a
database in France its easily as they could !Rim their own school library.
Giving everyone greater access to services and information
Shop-at-home services could provide vital links for elderly and disabled consumers
Community events calendars could keep all citizens appnsed of civic and social events in
their communities
Medical and health information, such as pulse rate and blood pressure monitoring,01
phisiciiits-directortes, could help the elderly 6i-disabled keep in tOuch
health information. They could also allow physicians to remotely monitor their health
without having to make often difficult tnps to the doctor or clinic
'these arc just a lew ot the advanced telecommunications services we could provide it
Congress lifts operating restrictions on South Central Belt and the other Bell telephone
companies.
What you can do to help
If you agree that South Central Bell should be permitted to bnng these new services to
the people ul Kentucky, please wnte or call your congressmen and voice your support for
the pending legislation to remove the reunctions now imposed on South Central Bell and
the other Bell telephone comparues
• ••
SCR Residence Service Center now open on Saturdays
Ever felt like you cant get all your business done between Monday and l-nday? We
know how that is • - and that's why South Central Bell's Residence Service Center(RSC)is
now open for business on Saturdays from 30 a.m. until 4.30 p.m Eastern time('7:30 am
until 3 30 p m Central time),
'vow our Murray and Calloway County customers can call the RSC six Jays a week to
establish,transfer or disconnect home telephone service. Service hpresenlatives can assist
you with billing questions or with placing orders for SCRs Custom Calling services where
available I he RSC can be reached at 11.557-6500, there s no charge toe the call.(1 he RSC
will he closed on three to five Saturdays each year for required system changes and
maintenance
I-or more information oil doing business with South Central Bell, check the Customer
t wide in the front isi iur SCH telephone directory

Murrayan arrested
on prostitution
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Fountain commissioDect from NROTC unit
. Navy Ensign Eric C. Fountain,
whose wife, Dana, is the daughter
of Gary E. and Carolynn I. Bacon
of Route 5, Benton, Ky, was commissioned upon graduation from
NROTC Unit, Memphis State Univeristy, Memphis.
Fountain received his commission upon completion of the
school's Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps(NROTC) Program.
During each undergraduate

•

Tobacco Research
Board OKs budget

•
•

semester, Founta16 completed naval
science courses as well as his full
academic schedule that lead to his
Bachelor of Science degree. These
courses, combined with annual
summer training aboard ships and

shore Installations, served to prepare him for the duties and responsibilities of a commissioned
officer.
He is a 1986 graduate of Marshall County High School, Benton.

Turley completes engineer course
Pvt. Homer J. Turley has cornpleted a combat engineer course at
the U.S. Army Training Center at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
During the course, students were
trained in the techniques of road
and bridge building, camouflage
and demolition. They also received

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Tobacco Research Board
on Monday approved a S2.875 milThe annual meeting of the Jacklion budget for 1990-91 for the son Purchase Electric Cooperati
ve
Tobacco and Health Research Insti- Corp, is scheduled July 24 at
the
tute, including funding for 10 headquarters on South Irvin
Cobb
research projects.
Drive.
Each of three special emphasis
Registration will be
areas — pulmonary immunology, p.m. to 7 p.m. Registeredfrom 5:30
members
effects of smoking on the cardio- will receive a free bucket
ad light
vascular system and genetic man- bulbs as well as the cooperativ
e's
ipulation of the tobacco plant — 1989 anual report..
received $250,000.
The business meeting will begin
Another $579,538 was allocated at 7 p.m.
for seven individual projects and a
From 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. visitors
reserve fund. The remainder of the can browse exhibits by the
Ameribudget was allocated for technical, can Cancer Society, Boy
Scouts,
research and administrative Calvert City Fire Departmen
t Child
support.
Watch, Lourdes Hospital, March of
Research conducted by the Institute focuses largely on the four
major disease processes associated
with tobacco use: lung emphysema,
lung cancer, coronary heart disease
and peripheral vascular disease.
HICKMAN, KY. — Arts and
"Every bit of research which is crafts,
concessio
performed is a building block for the Mississipp ns, fireworks on
i River, ferry rides,
what will ultimately be the eradica- trap
shoots and a historic home
tion of these disease processes," tour are part
of the first River City
Institute Director John Diana said Festival
here July 7-8.
in a news release.
One feature is a historic walk
which begins at the courthouse
steps. It features the 1903 county
courthouse and its tower clock,
which announces the hour and halfhour.
Arts and crafts or concession
Pvt. Melissa D. Sanderson has space can be
arranged by contactcompleted basic training at Fort ing the Hickman
Chamber of ComJackson, S.C.
merce at 236-2902 or the HickmanDuring the training, students Fulton County
Rescue Squad at
received instruction in drill and 236-3408.
ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and Army history
and traditions.
Sanderson is the daughter of
Danny L. Sanderson and stepdaughter of Tammy M. Sanderson
of Rural Route 1, Mayfield.
She is a 1989 graduate of Graves
County High School, Mayfield.

instruction in combat squad tactics
as well as in the use of infantry
weapons.
Turley is the son of Daythel A.
and Carol B. Turley of Rural Route
8, Murray.
He is a 1989 graduate of Christian -Life Academy, Hopkinsville.

JPECC schedules July meeting

'

'

•

Dick Hoffman, standing, president of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., presided at a meeting of the Need Line Board held Monday at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Euple
Ward.
executive director, second left, reported on the activities of the office at 209 Maple St. during the months
of April and May. She said the office staff dealt with 441 problems and spent a total of $4,742,31 to
meet
the immediate emergency needs of the people of Murray and Calloway County. Kathie Gentry, right,
case
worker, asked for volunteers to assist with the parking at the Beta Sigma Phi Arts and Crafts
Show at
Fenton Area, Land Between the Lakes, on July 28 and 29. This is an annual event of the sorority
with
proceeds going to Need Line. At left is Carolyn Outland, assistant director at the Need Line office. Reports
were given by Carolyn Carroll, secretary, and Stanford Andrus, treasurer.

ADULT LIVING
Editor's note: The following is
one in a series of articles written
by members of the Adult Living
Unit psychology class at Calloway
County High School. The class was
taught by Linda De Voss. The students interviewed residents 65
years of age and older.
Eurie Wilkerson from Mayfield
By
LeAnn Wilkerson
This is an interview with my
grandfather Eurie Wilkerson. He
went to Rolton Ridge School until
the third or the fourth grade. His
parents didn't have much money.
He worked for fifty cents a day
when he was small. The man he

worked for would sell eggs on
Saturdays to pay him.
After may grandfather was married, he cut trees, when the Kentucky Lake and Dam were being
built. He was paid fifty cents a
hour, and he worked eight hours a
day. He said to me, "I thought that
was a lot of money... because our
rent was just Seven dollars a
month?"
Grandfather bought a house, plus
fifty acres of farm land and paid
$4,500 for his purchases. This was
sometime in the Thirties; he
couldn't remember the exact time.
Compared with today's prices of
750 to 1000 dollars for an acre of
farm land, land was half the price it
is today.

A taste of southern living

Two local Cadette Girl Scout troops recently visited the birthplace of
Juliet Low, the founder of U.S. Girl Scouts, in Savannah, Georgia.
The four-day trip was the culmination of nine months of fund-raising.
The girls sold cookies, held craft and bake sales and collected cans to
cover the cost of the trip. The girls spent a day at the Juliet Low
National Center in Savannah and enjoyed a day at the beach. Leaders
of the troops are Jama Galloway and Marie Forrester. Pictured from
left are Felicia Galloway, Sarah Stallons, Shawna Thompson, Heidi
Wilson, Joannah Peck, Erin Owen, Annie Forrester and Elena Curris,
formally of Murray, a Girl Scout from Iowa.

Florida man faces
local drug charges
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
Florida man faces charges of taking
orders for cocaine on a telephone
answering machine at his gospel
recording studio and delivering the
drug to western Kentucky, officials
said Monday.
Billy Wayne McClintock, 48, of
Parrish, Fla., was arrested in on a
charge of unlawful delivery of
cocaine Saturday in Midway, Ill.,
said Detective Leo Mudd, a Kentucky State Police spokesman.
McClintock was indicted in
February by the McCracken County grand jury on four counts of
trafficking in cocaine, said Commonwealth Attorney Tom Osborne.
Each count carries a 5- to 10-year
prison sentence, he said.
"You would call in and say 'I
need a reel' or 'I need a reel and a
half,' " Osborne said. "That was
the code word for cocaine, like a
reel of tape."
McClintock was held. in Massac
County (111.) Detention Center on
$50,000 bond, Mudd said. He
agreed to waive extradition to Kentucky, where he faces a S100,000
cash bond, Mudd said.

River City Festival
set for July 7-8

Sanderson ends
basic training

SLASHING PRICES
TO NEW LOWS

Dimes, Paducah Community College, Purchase Area Agency on
Aging, Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health/Mental Retardation
Board Inc., Western Baptist Hopspital and Charter Hospital.
Carnival rides for kids will be
free from 5:30 to 9.
George Hamilton IV, the "Internationl Ambassador of Country
Music" and Grand Ole Opry star, is
the featured entertainer.
The Disciples, a local gospel
group, will sing during registration.
Ventriloquist and comedian Billy
Earl will also perform during the
evening.
The pork producers association
will grill and serve pork chop sandwiches on a first-come basis, then
the cooperative will offer free
refreshments.

Bell arrives for
duty in Michigan
Army Sgt. Robert S. Bell IV has
arrived for duty in Roseville, Mich.
He is a recruiter/retention noncommissioned officer with the U.S.
Army recruiting Battalion, Detroit.
Bell is the son of Robert S. and
Donna J. Bell of 9621 Nook Road,
Algonac, Mich.
His wife, Laurie, is the daughter
of Peggy Tomlin of Benton.
The sergeant is a 1982 graduate
of Algonac High School.

"Myold mower
couldn't cutit
anymore...so
Iuseditto cutthe cost
ofanew Snapper."

STORE CLOSED
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13th
TO TAKE MORE PRICE CUTS
FOR PERHAPS YOUR LAST CHANCE

le*

Buckingham
Ray, Ltd.
ONE OF KENTUCKY S FINEST MEN S AND LADIES
CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES STORES
..7..-te,
••
..••••
Joannah Peck is shown dressed in Victorian dress pouring tea to
other Cadette Girl Scouts from Nashville who were participating with
the Murray girls in a Victorian Venture workshop while at the Juliet
Low Center. The dress Joannah is wearing was sewn by the local
troop and presented to the center in Savannah, Georgia. The girls
dressed in Victorian costumes and practiced the manners and finishing school activities, such as china painting and the language of the
fan, that a young lady of the 1880s would have experienced. The session ended with a tea party. Pictured in the background is Brenda
Owen, one of five adults accompanying the girls on the trip.
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• Recreation Program
• Golf & Honeymoon
Packages

. • 6 Oceanfront Hotels
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Oceans Eleven Resorts
2025 South Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach Shores, FL32118

LOCATED AT 970 CHESTNUT ST. - MURRAY

GREAT '500,000
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
SALE
INVOLVING EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR STORE

AFTER 23 YEARS OF SERVICE - WE ARE
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS. SELLING OUT
OUR ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK TO
THE BARE WALLS. EVERYTHING MUST AND
WILL BE SOLD IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS)

SELLING BEGINS THURSDAY
MORNING PROMPTLY AT 9 AIM,
OPEN THURSDAY UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

a- 3

During All American Trading Snapper Walk Mowers are
Days your Snapper dealer serious cutting machines
will cut at least $75.off the designed to take on tall
price of any Snapper self- and tough grass..So if
propelled walk mower
you're serious about getting
when you trade in your old a great looking lawn and a
lawn mower And its
really great
not Just Snappers
deal,trade in that
east
great deal that
old lawn mower
Cset
s
iS
will make you feel
for America s nogood You re getnonsense lawn
ting the foremost
tTa6e
machine. Snapper
name in lawn care
. allowances we also
TO
° •Tra?e
on 0000 mowers

SNAPPER
Offw vainj n'hert YOkt bult at repots,nstial Pore Not val•d rntn any other promotion Limit on•
arle-m per Irainsacnon At DartrooOng dealers Hurry otter era% soon

HOME
HARDWARE STORES

4

Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
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$
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
s Senate. K askiagton, D.C. 20510

OLD SOVIET BLOC OFFERS
NEW MARKETS TO KENTUCKY

Mirrray Ledger & Times

One small step to protect
the environment can mean a lot
Why would a businessman pay
S. 18 to 5.20 cents each for a newfangled version of an old-fashioned
cardboard box, when he could get a
high-tech, foam type container
equivalent for a mere 5.02?
Ask John Gorham, owner of
Murray's Seafood Express. He'll
tell you that his decision makes
sense, at least in terms of protecting the environment, even if it does
cost extra dollars.
Concerned about the detrimental
effects of foam type containers on
the environment, Gorham recently
decided it was time he started finding biodegradable alternatives for
his restaurant's take-out containers.
"We wanted to do our little part
to protect the environment,"
explains Gorham. He adds that
Seafood Express is still using some
foam type containers, though he is
planning to phase out those containers as soon as he identifies
appropriate paper substitutes.
One of Gorham's best biodegradable "finds" is an all-pupose
oblong box, that the restaurant has
recently implemented for carry-out
and leftovers that patrons want to
take home with them.
Distributed by supplier Sysco
Corporation, the containers are a
single unit of cardboard that folds,

The hopes of Kentuckians and other Americans for expanded international cooperation and trade are rising in the wake of the summit
meeting between President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev'.
We know that some complicated trade issues remain to be worked
out hem CO! this country and the Soviet Union. But the Gorbachev visit
has dramatically pointed up a history-making shift to more open
kets not only in the Soviet Union but also in countries moving from
communist domination to political and economic freedom across
Litstr, ti Europe.
1 believe that this is a good time to bring Kentuckians up to date
.41 a congressional initiative providing help to any and all Americans
welsitig to explore new frontiers of international trade.
Last November, the Congress passed the Support for East Eurooeati Democracy Act, known as SEED,to strengthen our ties with East
Geimany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Romania and other countries involved in a determined and courageous transition to freedom.
In response to this forward-looking legislation, the U.S. Department of Commerce has opened an Eastern Europe Business Information Center to help spread the word about business and trade
opportunities in that part of the world.
Although it wasn't opened until late January, the center has already
received more than 10,000 calls and has started generating U.S. business activities in Eastern Europe. It also is distributing information on
programs of voluntary assistance to the region.
It is important to know that this new center is focusing on small
and medium-sized businesses -- those most in need of help in seeuring
information allowing them to weigh the pros and cons of particular
ventures in this new market.
The center is setting up branch offices in Poland and Hungary.
It is offering information on these and other subjects to those calling
202-377-2645 or addressing requests to the center in Room 6043, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20230:
In the 20th century, America
• Economic outlook for Eastern Europe.
launched three great crusades.
• Lists of potential trading partners.
The first was Woodrow Wil• Investment regulations and incentives in Eastern Europe.
son's.
To "make the world safe for
• Priority industry sectors in the region.
democracy,"
he took us into World
• Upcoming seminars and conferences.
• Upcoming trade-promotion events and other U.S. government War I, and went on to Versailles to
create a new Europe on the blueprograms to support private enterprise, trade and investment.
I believe that many enterprising Kentuckians can benefit from this prints of his famed 14 points. He
information, just as they are benefiting from the various export failed. The Carthaginian peace the
programs of the Kentucky Economic Development Cabinet and other Allies imposed upon the defeated
Germans led directly to World War
farsighted groups in our state.
II — our second great crusade.
Beyond our SEED act at the federal level, we are seeing AdminisThe Cold War Was the third crutration moves and Congressional proposals to ease some Cold War
sade, the longest and costliest, conrestrictions on trade with Eastern Europe.
suming vast treasure, involving us
These are good examples of the cooperation we need between the in Korea
and Vietnam, and, in
private and public sectors to make us more competitive in a fast- guerrilla wars from
Greece in the
changing world. I plan to do all I can to see that this kind of coopera- '40s to Nicaragua in the
'80s. To
tion continues.
wage this global struggle, the U.S.
kept bases on five continents, and
pledged itself to fight to defend 40
nations. Most of us believed, then
and now, it was vital to our surviBy JO BURKEEN
val that we triumph in that antiTen years ago
communist
crusade; and in '89, we
Schroader, June 4; a boy to Mr.
Twenty-six of 185 adults earning
seemed
victorious.
and Mrs. Dickie Roberts, June 7; a
high school equivalency certificates
Absent a Bonapartist coup in
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tuck Langthrough General Edeucational ford, June 8.
Moscow, America's victory will be
Development Program at Murray
consolidated with the retreat of
Thirty years ago
State University this spring aft
Building permits for the City of Soveit power from central Europe,
from Calloway County.
Murray for the months of May and and final collapse of communism.
Calloway County High School
June have been released by City Anticipating that day, some are
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
casting about for a new global misBuilding Inspector I.H. Key.
America received Chapter State
Joseph E. Pace Jr. will receive sion, a fourth crusade.
Gold Emblem designating it as one his Doctor of Dental Surgery
My own sense, however, is that
of the top 10 chapters in the state. degree at the University
the
third crusade was our last, that,
of TennesThe award was presented at 51st see at Memphis
on June 13. He is pundits and politicians notwithsannual FFA convention in Louis- the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace tanding, the American people have
ville. Taking first place in events of Murray.
already decided the issue: America
were Danny Lamb, Freddie
Dr. Herbert Allbritten of Murray is coming home.
O'Bryan, Celisa Curd and Ricky State College spoke
Once the British decided their
about "Crop
Cunningham from CCCHS.
Production of the Past and Outlook
Simone P. Taylor of Hamlin has for the Future" at
a meeting of
a display of her oil paintings at the Murray Rotary Club. He
KENTUCKY
was introCheri Theatre. She has been a duced by Henry Holton.
LOTTERY
member of Murray Art Guild for
Dorothy Irvan of Nashville,
about five years.
Tenn., has been the, guest of relaTwenty years ago
tives and friends in Murray.
Thomas T. Wells, son of the late
Trent Wells of Murray, received
Forty years ago
the Doctor of Medicine degree at
The Murray Circuit of Methodist
University of Tennessee Medical Church has been dissolved by
Units at Memphis on June 7.
Methodist Conference. Two of the
Pfc. William Dodson, son of Mr. churches, Lynn Grove and Goshen,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
and Mrs. William Dodson of Mur- will be one circuit with the Rev.
Here arc Monday's winning
ray, has been awarded Army Com- Leslie Lee as pastor. The other
numbers selected by the Kenmendation Medal for Heroic Action three churches, Martin's Chapel,
tucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
while serving with Cavalry Unit in New Hope and Sulphur Springs,
4-5-0.
South Vietnam.
will be another circuit with the
Max B. Russell, Lance E. Booth, Rev. Robert Farless as pastor.
Everett 0. Jones and Marcus R.
Murray was listed along with 24
Hayes, all of Murray, have been other Kentucky cities of observing
commissioned as second lieuten- a half-day holiday on Thursdays
ants in U.S. Army after graduation during the summer months.
from Murray State University.
191Y0101124 FOR A DAY; 91.111111111411041
Graves Hendon, Charles M. Bakurt w513111140.GB011
Births reported include a boy to er and H.T. Waldrop attended a
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Murdock and meeting of Oil Industry at Paducah
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter on June 8.

origami-like, and handily snaps
into a shape the size of a baby shoe
box.
"We're still learning to use these
right," says Gorham, explaining
that it takes some practice to bend
and fold the single piece of cardboard into the right configuration.
John Gorham admits that his
environmental awakening has taken
some time to develop. He credits
his sister, Wanda Richards, with
raising his consciousness. "At first
I thought she was nuts," he
explains, chalking up her opinions
to the fact that she lives in
California.
But after a stint in the Navy and
seeing waste — "tons of it" —
miles out at sea, Gorham understood what his sibling was talking
about.
Still another influence has urged
Gorham on in his quest to act
environmentally responsible. An
employee from Tiperary, Ireland,

Patrick O'Keeffe, has encouraged
Asked it he has advice for other
Gorham's efforts.
business owners who may be lookO'Keeffe believes that it's ing for ways to act more environimportant for businesses of all mentally responsible, Gorham
sizes to promote the environment. replies, "It's really an individual
"I think it's great for people to thing. It's how you feel about the
work together like this," he says. environment. If you think you can
"We need to show we have a con- help, it's good to take a stand."
science. To show we care."
Gorham admits that it isn't
The staff of Seafood Express has always easy. At the restaurant, all
been involved in implementing the employees are encouraged to save
new paper containers from the first
water, for instance. At home, the
day a shipment arrived. Patrick Gorham family tries to recycle as
O'Keeffe recalls when the employ- much as possible. "It's hard," Gorees were called together for a
ham says, "but it's worth it."
meeting.
Employee O'Keeffe likes work"We were all getting a moral les- ing at a place that takes the envison," Patrick remembers. Gorham ronment seriously. "We have to be
told the group that the new contain- interested," he asserts. "We have to
ers were one way for the restaurant make responsible choices and take
to play a part in preserving the this seriously."
environment.
When Gorham first began makPatron response to the change ing inquiries of distributors about
has been neutral to positive. "We paper containers, he was told, "Get
try to show them how the boxes out of the '50's." Now that some
work," Gorham says. Some cus- corporate giants, such as McDotomers applaud the move, while nalds are publicly taking steps to
others are only interested in getting reduce the use of foam type contheir food and getting out.
tainers, both Gorham and O'Keeffe
"We don't know it it's a good hope that some biodegradable conbusiness move — yet," observes tainers will become available.
Gorham, but the restauranteur
Use of such containers is only a
believes paper containers are the "little thing," according to Gorham,
right thing to do, in spite of a sig- but in the long run, it could mean a
nificant difference in cost.
lot.

End of the third cmsade
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All of us, at one time or another,
fall into the twin errors of either
being too hard on ourselves when
we fail or being too quick to take
all the credit when we succeed.
The fact that neither of these
really reflects reality makes this
passage (author unknown) all the
more pertinent:
God wisely designed the
human body so that we can
neither pat our own backs nor
kkk ourselves too easily.

Men
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As Europeans depart the Third
World, Americans leave Panama
and Subic Bay, Russians come
home from Central Asia, the Third
World people who want First
World freedom follow. In this age
of nationalism, separatism, tribalism, our fiercest quarrels may not
be between the nations of the West,
but within the nations of the West.
Decades ago, Albert Jay Nock
wrote, "We are in no danger whatever from any government except
our own, and the danger from that
is very great; therefore our own
government is the one to be
watched and kept on short leash."
Whatever the validity of his insight
then, it has a ring of truth today.
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a coming war between Islam and
the West in the "arc of crisis" from
the Mideast to South Asia. But,
Islam is not our enemy. Both fundamentalist Saudi Arabia and secularist Jordan, Morocco and Egypt
are friends. Out quarrels ar enot
with religions; they are iwth
regimes; and none in the Near EAst
can threat*. the U.S. Iran may
revile us as the "Great Satan," but,
we have had little contact for 10
years; and, if that extends another
10, what is lost, besides our access
to pistachio nuts?
The invasions that will mark the
new decade and century will not be
military. Armies of immigrants
from Europe's old colonies in theMaghreb, sub-Sahara Africa and
the middle EAst wills warm up into
the old Continent, asmillions of
Latins trudge north to the U.S.A.
The question confronting Western nations is not whether they will
be invaded by neighboring armies,
but whether their national identities
and cultural character will be preserved in the new tidal wave of
immigration from the South. Will
the West survive or disappear?

Today In History

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Thoughts in Season
By Ken Wolf
As we begin to face the problems
of the twenty-first century, we will
all soon notice an interesting phenomenon. The more serious the
problem, the More likely that we
will blame it on someone else, preferably someone who is dead —
and thus unable to defend him (or
her) self.
.
Perhaps this is why Doug Larson
once wrote: "The reason people
blame thinp on previous generations is that there's only one
other choke."

day of empire was over, even
Churchill could not halt the retreat.
Neither America's Left nor America's Right is possessed of the energy of vision to resist the temper of
the time: no matter who sits in the
Oval Office in 1990, there will not
be 300,000 U.S. troops in Europe;
there will not be 50,000. Most of
our overseas bases will be closed;
most of our troops will have come
home. And, considering the piddling amount of foreign aid voted
for eastern Europe — where this
country's heart has always been —
there are no new Marshall Plans in
our future.
Nor should Americans view
retrenchment with alarm.
If the ideology and state that
declared us its "main enemy," communism and the Soveit Union, are
collapsing, the wars of the Third
World have little bearing on U.S.
vital interests. Indians and Pakistanis may slaughter one another,
once again, over Kashmir, but, why
should that involve us? After all,

Iran and Iraq fought for 10 years,
without discernible damage to U.S.
national interests.
Looking to Germany, Japan,
Great Britain, France, they do not
seem to have suffered irreparably
the loss of empire. Indeed, they
have prospered beyond the dreams
of the old imperialists. Freed of the
duty of soldiering in Europe and
Asia, the U.S., with its size, population, resources, and distance from
the quarrels of the World, seems
uniquely situated to prosper in the
new century.
Great effort, however, is being
expended to keep us militarily
engaged, to persuade us that new
enemies are rising to threaten the
Republic. Since the Berlin Wall
came down, for example, we have
seen a campaign to teach us to be
terrified of Germany. But this hysterical Boch-bashing is less convincing than embarrassing.
One writer says a unified Germany would be the "most powerful
nation in the world," that we must
keep troops there, lest it pursue the
path of the third Reich. But the
"new German" will be the size of
Oregon and Washington, have a
GNP 20 percent of ours, a population a third that of the U.S. — and
three neighbors with atomic bombs.
Why would this free society,
whose prosperity dependes on
exports, re-arm, or risk a World
War III? To seize Danzig
(Gdansk), now 99 percent Polish,
or the sudetenland, whence Germans were expelled 45 years ago?
Why would a united Germany need
"lebensraum," when one estimate
has West Germany's 60 million
population falling to 37 million in
the next century. To deny Germans
their place among the great nations
accords neither with our interests
nor our principles.
We must prepare, some warn, for
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Today is Tuesday, June 12, the 163rd day of 1990. There are 202 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On June 12, 1939, the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
was dedicated in Cooperstown, N.Y. — 100 years to the day on which
Abner Doubleday supposedly invented the sport. (Most sports historians
doubt, however, that Doubleday truly invented baseball.)
On this date:
In 1665, England installed a municipal government in New York, formerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam.
In 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt a Bill
of Rights.
In 1838, the Iowa Territory was organized.
In 1898, Philippine nationalists declared independence from Spain.
In 1937, the Soviet Union executed eight army leaders aall purge under
Josef Stalin continued.
In 1963, civil rights leader Medgar Evers was fatally shot in front of
his home in Jackson, Miss.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme Court expanded the abilities of white
males to challenge court-approved affirmative action plans, even years
after they take effect.
Today's Birthdays: Banker David Rockefeller is 75. Movie producer
Irwin Allen is 74. Actress Uts Hagen is 71. President George Bush is 66.
Singer Vic Damone is 62. Actor-singer Jim Nabors is 58. Jazz musician
- Chick Cores is 49.
Thought for Today: "If you play with a thing long enough, you will
surely break it." — Corollary to Murphy's Law.
— I, The Associated Pray
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
44.
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By READER'S DIGEST
A correctly designed and
installed home plumbing system is
practically trouble-free. But even
the best systems can develop problems from time to time —everything from burst and leaking pipes
to clogged drains.
Here are some of the most common home plumbing emergencies
and suggestions for dealing with
the unexpected trouble:
— Shut off the water. When you
see water leaking from a pipe or
coming through a wall, shut off the
water to prevent serious damage.
Similarly, when a toilet or dishwasher overflows, the first step is
to stop the flow of water.
Most plumbing systems provide
numerous shutoff valves. Sinks and
lavatories have individual shutoffs
for hot and cold water. Most are
located just underneath the fixtures
they control; some are in the basement, utility room or crawl space
below.
Leaks or overflowing that cannot
be stopped at a fixture can always
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By POPULAR MECHANICS
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
ENGLISH TUDOR STYLE IS FEATURED on three sides of this house
but in the rear it becomes contemporary with two solar bays. The family
room has a glass wall which is also solar effective. Plan HA1576H has
1,020 square feet on the first floor and 876 on the second. For more
information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to
Homes for Living, 363 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10001.

How you mow, water lawn
can make

— Overflowing-Ttotlet tank. A
toilet tank overflowing into the
bowl will be heard running long
after flushing. To stop the water
flowing, close the tank shutoff
between the tank and floor.
To fix the problem, lift the float
ball in the tank while the water is
still running. If the flow stops,
bend float arm to lower the ball a
bit. If this fails, you may need to
replace the inlet valve washer, the
valve seat or the entire inlet valve
unit.
— Overflowing dishwasher.
First, turn off the water supply to
the dishwasher. Then check the
screen around the drain. It may be
clogged with grease or a rag. If
water keeps flowing in after the
shutoff valve has been turned off,
electrical controls may be at fault.
Turn off current, or pull the plug
on a portable mode. Get professional help.

— Sluggish or stopped sink
drain. Try clearing the blockage
using a rubber force cup. If that
fails, try a chemical drain opener,
carefully following the directions
An the container. If this doesn't
work either, put a pail under the
.trap and remove the plug. Use a
wire to remove the debris, usually
hair and grease. Replace the plug
and run scalding hot water.
— Restricted water flow. Old
houses and those located in hardwater areas sometimes suffer
restricted water flow due to scale
buildup in pipes. To check, turn
water on full force, first making
sure all valves are fully open. If the
water comes out fast and then
slows, there is a restriction in the
pipe. To cure the problem, you will
have to replace all affected pipes.
Avoid galvanized pipes as they are
prone to scaling.
• • •
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

Blasting salt off siding saves paint

LIAINK. KM
20 P .13 '4

•

installing new pipe — with or
without cutting a hole into the covering wall. Some communities
insist upon access panels to pipes
located behind walls.

•

I
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be stopped by closing the main
shutoff valve that controls the flow
of all water into the house. The
shutoff is usually located near the
water meter or at the wall where
the main enters the house.
Close all shutoff valves by turning their handles clockwise.
Be sure to familiarize yourself
with all shutoffs in your house —
especially the main shutoff — so
you can get to them without delay
in an emergency.
— Pipe leaks. Corroded joints
and frozen pipes are the common
cause of leaks. Tightening a
threaded joint or resoldering a soldered joint may cure the problem.
Burst pipes can sometimes be
menfled with a clamp-on pipe
patch. If not, they must be
replaced. Emergency clamps can be
made of a piece of rubber and Cclamp.
— Leaks.in wall. The common
cause of a leak in a wall is a faulty
riser pipe to a shower or to fixtures
on the next floor. It's best to get
professional help for this kind of
problem. A plumber will tell you
whether he can make the repair —

I
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Leaks, clogs common in all pipes
For AP Nowstosturos
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big difference

when drought season hits
By EARL ,ARONSON
AP Nowsloaturos

You should discontinue some old practices to protect your lawn in
times of drought, according to turfgrass specialists at Cornell University.
Contrary to popular belief, they say, mowing lawns more frequently
during summer will protect them from drought, and lawns should be
watered lightly and frequently, rather than heavily and infrequently, as
many homeowners do.
How a lawn is mowed can affect its drought-tolerance because the
height of the grass is a decisive factor in development of a strong root
system, said Normaii W. Hummel Jr., assistant professor of turfgrass science at Cornell's College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. "The higher
you mow the grass, the deeper and stronger the root system will be."
Hummel explained that cool-season grasses, which thrive in the northern United States, develop roots throughout much of the spring, peaking
in May. "Mowing the grass 2.5 to 3 inches high in spring encourages
greater root development," he said. "The mowing height in summer
should be the same, but the lawn should be cut more frequently."
Mowing frequency is as important in minimizing water losses as is setting the correct mowing heights, he said, adding: "Although uncertainties
remain, research has indicated that water use on cool-season grasses can
be reduced by mowing more frequently during dry periods. However, never mow the lawn when the grass wilts or stops growing."
He advises giving the lawn "only enough nitrogen in the spring to
promote stronger root systems. Too much nitrogen," he says, "reduces
the depth and size of the root system."
Lawns that have not been fertilized for a year or more should receive 1
pound of nitrogen per 1,000 square feet. Lawns fertilized in early or late
fall of the previous year should not be fertilized until after root production
has peaked in May. When summer drought injures turf, another shot of
nitrogen in early September will aid recovery.
Potassium, he added, has been shown to improve the drought-tolerance
of grasses and to reduce the wilting tendency of cool-season grasses.
He said that light, frequent waterings in dry periods will produce turf of
higher quality than that receiving heavy, infrequent applications. A widely
accepted practice has been to water deep and infrequently. Traditionally,
homeowners have been taught that light, frequent waterings promote
unhealthy, shallow rooting. However, he said, recent studies have shown
that light, frequent waterings help turfgrasses cope with drought better.
The researcher said that in addition to proper mowing, fertilization and
watering practices, homeowners should use more drought-tolerant grasses
to establish and maintain their lawns. Kentucky bluegrass, he reported, is
still one of the most drought-tolerant grasses available. (For the Northeast, he suggested the Vantage, Adelphi, Monopoly, Merit, Baron and
Cheri varieties.)
Tall fescues also do fairly well under drought conditions, he said, but
they need more water than Kentucky bluegrass. They compensate, however, by having deep root systems that enable them to tap a much larger
moisture reserve in the soil.18"
Among other types of lawn grasses with potential for good droughtresistance, he is studying "buffalograss," a warm-season variety native to
the western Great.Plains.
"Buffalograss is low-growing, with a slow rate of growth, producing a
very attractive grayish-green foliage," he said. "More importantly, it has
excellent drought-tolerance and is much more tolerant of cold conditions
than other warm-season grasses.
For a copy of Earl Aronson's "AP Guide to House Plants," send $1.50
to: House Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller PIJIM, New York, NY
10020.
(Gardening questions must be accompanied by a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.)

Q. — We can't seem to keep
paint on our seaside home. What's
the reason?
A. — Salt trapped beneath a new
coat of paint attracts moisture from
the inside of the house, which, in
forcing its way out, takes the paint
off the siding. An effective way to
dislodge salt is "water blasting"
— using a high-pressure sprayer to
hose down the house. The equipment can be rented. After allowing
surfaces to dry, apply an oil-base
primer thinned by 25 percent to
give it a chance to soak in deeper.
• • •
Q. — I'm finding it hard to
make paint jobs last on the radiators in my home. Is there some
kind of special paint I should use?
A. — With radiators, as with all
paint jobs, preparation is the key to
a lasting job. If paint is generally
sound, remove only loose paint by
wire brushing. Paint edges around
chipped areas can be feathered
smooth with medium, then fine,
emery cloth. If peeling is extensive, it's best if you remove all old
paint using a chemical stripper.
Make sure the room is properly
ventilated and wear rubber gloves
when working with stripping chemicals. When you are through, wash
all traces of the chemical from surfaces using soap and water.
Let the radiator cool and apply
primer to bare spots. Do not use
aluminum or other metal-base
paints (they insulate the radiator).
Use either oil or latex for the top
coat. Be careful not to plug up the
air-release valve with paint, and do
not paint the shutoff valve stem.
Before turning the radiator back
on, wait several days to allow the
paint to cure.
• • •
Q. — A fine layer of dust continually forms on my basement floor.
How can I stop this from
happening?
A. "Dusting" — erosion of the
concrete surface — can be attributed to several causes. Improper
curing is one, low cement content
is another and freezing of fresh
concrete is a third. When slabs are
poured during cold weather, contractors often use fossil-fuel heaters
to keep the area warm. The carbon
dioxide exhaust of these heaters
reacts with the fresh concrete,
causing calcium carbonate to form
on the surface. Still another cause
may be that the concrete dried too

QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS
quickly, allowing a mixture of
water and fine cement particles
called the "laitance" to form a
thin layer.
Laitance can be ground off with
coarse emery cloth, a carborundum
wheel, a grit blaster or a scabbier.
To eliminate dusting from other
causes, apply a chemical hardening
agent that contains magnesium
fluosilicate or zinc fluosilicate
compounds.
• • •
Q. — How can I cut tempered
glass to the size I want?

A. — You can't cut tempered
glass. Used as a safety glass, it is
four to fie times stronger than
ordinary plate glass of the same
thickness. It cannot be cut or
drilled after tempering. If you try
to cut tempered glass, it will break
into small, cubelike fragments,
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• Good Looks

C & S Construction Co.
Clinton, KY

653-4102

I

will flush fire hydrants

• Wednesday, June 13th
beginning at 8 a.m.
Sorry... This has to be done twice a year!
*Run your water for a few minutes to get the air ard I
discolorations out.
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DON'T
GO TO SLEEP
Until You Read This First!
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All
Bedding
At
Truckload
Prices!

Savings
Up to

Quality Bedding
at
Affordable Prices
Twin

$200
"

$4995
Ea.
Pc. in Sets

$6995

Full

•\4-,4

Ea. Pc. in Sets

Queen

$6995
Ea. Pc. in Sets

•46.

King

$9995

_
Ea. Pc. in Sets
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Steel Roof and Walls
Wood Frame

unlike plate glass which breaks into
large shards.
(For further information on any
home problem, write to Popular
Mechanics, Readers Service
Bureau, 224 West 57th Street, New
York, NY 10019. Phone:
212-649-3127.)

•

"The Lowest Prices
In The Area"

Punk= Furniture

753-4872
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9-4
Layaways-Visa-MC-Discover
202 So. 5th St. 90 Days Same As Cash To Qualified Buyers
Murray, Ky.
'Applies only to merchandise purchased during this sale.
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Calloway County High School releases honor rolls

DATEBOOK

Calloway County High School
has released the honor for the last
nine weeks' grading period and for
We second semester at follows:
NINTH GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Misty Ernstberger, Matthew
Frizzell, Selena Hill, Jeremy
McKee!, Jennifer Pardue, Kadonna
Randolph, Penny Roberts, Gaya
Trimble, Jennifer Turner and Jason
Witte.
All As and Bs
Jason Modglin, Craig Carraway,
Jason Borders, Tammy Borgarding,
Robert R. Colson, Michael Dale,
Leah Darnell, Matt Dennis, Antonia Dunn, Mac Dunn, Anna 'Fox,
Heather Hosford,
Kara Shipley, Todd Earwood,
Nlichalle Evitts, Christy Parrish,
Shawn Potter, Lori R. Adams,
Jason Carroll, April Duncan, Krysta Ernstberger, Trent Gibson, Kelly
Gupton, Matthew Price,
Sarah Richter, Tracey Vickery,
Sarah Walker, Derek Watters,
Annie Boyle, Susan Bucy, Ken
Carmode, Matt Garrison, Eric
Johnson, Bonnie Turner and
Richard Wilson.
Second Semester
All As
. Todd Earwood, Misty Ernstberger, Matthew Frizzell, Selena Hill,
Eric Johnson, Jeremy McKeel, Jennifer Pardue, Matthew Price,
Kadonna Randolph, Sarah Richter,
Penny Roberts, Gaya Trimble, Jennifer Turner, Sarah Walker and
Jason Witte.
All As and Bs
Jason Borders, Craig Carraway,
Tammy Borgarding, Trent Gibson,
Chris Liddle, Penny Smith, Erica
Burkeen, Robert R. Colson, Leah
Darnell. Matt Dennis, Mac Dunn,
Kara Shipley,
Tracey Vickery, Buffy Waldrop,
Annie Boyle, April Duncan, Antonia Dunn, Michael Myers, Christy
Parrish, Tommy Phillips, Krysta
Ernstberger, Matt Garrison, Kelly
Gupton, Heather Hosford,

Ashley Grey Jones born

/ZAN'.FAN

Shawn Potter, Bonnie Turner,
Derek Watters, Lori R. Adams,
Susan Bucy, Ken Carmode,
Michael Dale, Becky Kelso, Jamie
McDaniel, Heather Post and
Richard Wilson.
10th GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Kris= D. Fairchild, Deshawn
Joseph, Darra A. Mitchell and Holly D. Walston.
All As and Bs
Michelle Adcock, Brittney
Stuart, Effie Barnes, Barry Ward,
Ginger L Adams, Candace Jarreu,
Deanna N. Seavers and Jason L.
Carson.
Second Semester
All As
Jason L. Carson, Kristen D. Fairchild and Holly D. Walston.
All As and Bs
Jason L. Chapman, Sarah N.
Willie, Staci Shipp, Brittney Stuart,
Kevin D. Griggs, John S. Hale,
Deanna N. Seavers, Ginger L.
Adams,
Michelle Adcock, Seth D. Arant,
Effie Barnes, Candace Jarrett, Barry Ward, Deshawn Joseph, Dana
A. Mitchell and Jackie
Stubblefield.
11th GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Jeff Enoch, Donna E. Herndon,
Alan K. Hopkins, Peter J. Luciano,
Brian McClard, Sara E. Thompson,
Grover W. Tibbetts, Travis Turner
and Amy M. Wilkerson.
All As and Bs
Michael E. Boyd, Wendy R.
Smotherman, Ladawn Cook, Wendy R. Cunningham, Deborah A.
Davenport, David G. Geurin, Stephanie C. Carraway, Jenny L. Henry, Susan Herndon, Katy Hokans,
Dale McCallon,
Amy M. Nesbitt,
Nancy E. Armstrong, Lori A.
England, Ray Fennel, Bryan Hosford, John Hudson, Christy D.
Trenholm, James R. Wood, Benjamin J. Wright, Charity Anderson,
VSt
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Unique Clocks
Various Designs
Made In England
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Renee Hayden, Michelle A. Hamlin, Celena Wisehart and Jason B.
Second Semester
All As
Charity Anderson, Jeff Enoch,
Donna E. Herndon, Peter J.
Luciano, Brian McClud, Sara E.
Thompson, Grover W. Tibbetts and
Travis Turner.
All As and Bs
LaDawn Cook, Leanne S. JonesClere, Michael E. Boyd, Nancy E.
Armstrong, Lori A. England, Amy
M. Nesbiu, Christy D. Trenhohn,
Celena Wisehart, James R. Wood,
Jason B. Yuill, Christina A.
Buchanan,
Stephanie C. Carraway, Ryar
Dawson, Ray Fennel, Renee Hayden, Susan Herndon, Katy Hokans.
Bryan Hosford, John Hudson, Mark
J. Lovell, Christr-Milby, Amy M.
Wilkerson and Alan K. Hopkins.
12th GRADE
Nine Weeks
All As
Scott A. Buchanan, Amy K.
Duncan-Leslie, Pamela A. Green,
Carla J. Henderson, Elizabeth Henninger, Regina A. Kimbro, Robin
L. Meador, Angelia G. Miller,
Dana L. Riddle, Jonathan D. Rose
and Michael J. Ross.
All As and Bs
Marty L. Johnson, Todd B.
Smotherman, Michael D. Wilson,
James B. Kelly, Jeffery D.
Schroader, Leigh A. Furr, Joseph
A. Baust, Darby W. Futrell, Shawn
C. Hale, Jason D. Spiceland, Leslie
A. Banks, Angela R. Bell, Tammy
A. Edmonson, Eric B. Hogancamp,
Tony W. Moore, Michael P. Ruccio, Mark E. Sallin,
Janna L. Wilson, Lisa M. Burkeen, Kristi L. Graham, Kimberly
S. Hosford, John T. Hutchens,
Roger N. Hutson, Melissa F.
Lovett, Stacey—A. Sills, Kristi S.
Starks, Katherine A. Wilson,
Michael L. Wood, Dustin S.
Adams, Casondra L. Canup, William T. Gentry, Penny G. Green,
Kimberly J. Shelton, Jennifer D.
Spegal,
Amy R. Fulton, David A. Potts,
Tonya L. Davis, Terri L. Dick, Tracy L. Walters, Lisa F. Culver, Amy
R. Helm, Marian B. Henderson,
Darrell M. Hopkins, Ray S.
Roberts, Scott P. West, Loren C.
Wisehart, Kristopher C. Woods,
Eric K. Mitchell, Robert L. Orr,
Lori G. Roberts and Michell
Stubblefield.
SECOND SEMESTER
All As
Angela R. Bell, Scott A. Buchanan, Pamela A. Green, Carla J.
Henderson, Elizabeth Henninger,
Regina A. Kimbro, Robin L Meador, Angelia G. Miller, Robert L.
On, Jonathan D. Rose, Michael J.
Ross, Jason D. Spiceland and
Michell Stubblefield.
All As and Bs
Toby S. Bowker, Lonnie G. Britlain, Misty D. Groff, Patty HaleMorrison, Marty L. Johnson, Scott
B. Jones, Sabrina Kirk-Street,
Christi A. Smith, Christopher C.
Black, Tammy A. Edmonson,
James B. Kelly, Angela J. McGinnis, Julie Pittman, Jeffery D.
Schroader, Janna L. Wilson, Leigh
Yuill

THEATRES

Another
48 Hours (R)

Firebirds
(PG13)

753-3321

SEARCY, Ark. — Harding University public relations major
Angie Haley, daughter of Bob and
Loretta Haley of Farmington, has
been selected as one of two summer interns with the United States
Chamber of Commerce in
Washington, D.C.
Beginning in July, she will work
at the Chamber offices until
August, when she returns to Harding to complete a degree in
December.
Haley, who served as Bison editor for 1989-90, barely completed
the student newspaper's final issue
of the spring semester before
departing for Italy with an International Campaigns group to do
evangelistic work for six weeks.
- She will begin serving in
Washington in the Chamber's
media relations department shortly
after the group returns from Italy
July 3.
The U.S. Chamber operates at
the world's largest federation of
companies, local and state chambers of commerce and trade and
professional associations. The
office is active in international
affairs through 10 bilateral trade
councils and 60 American chambers of commerce abroad.
The Chamber's satellite broad(Cont'd on page 71
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Job Club will meet Thursday

HOUS4

The Senior Employment Job Club will hold a meeting on Thursday,
June 14, at 1:30 p.m. at the Senior Citizens' office at 1620 West Main Si,
Murray. Guest speaker will be Linda Foley of Fisher-Price. For more
information call 753-0929.
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Murray artists display works
Three Murray artists, Barbara Gardner, Lyn Crysler and Barbara Snyder, will have a display of their art work at the Cadiz Main Street Festival
at Cadiz on Saturday, June 16. The display will also be open to the public
on Wednesday and Thursday, June 13 and 14, at Senior Citizens' building
in Cadiz.
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Mrs. Margaret Whitnel will be the guest speaker at the regular monthly
meeting of Tilghman-Beauregard Camp Sons of Confederate Veterans on
Thursday, June 14, at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will be held in the meeting
room of Fulton City Hall, Fulton. Camp members are urged to be present.
Visitors and prospective members are welcome.

Hazel Alumni plans dinner
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jones lll of Nashville, Tenn,are the parents of
a daughter, Ashley Grey, weighing six pounds 111/2 ounces, born on Sunday, May 27, at Baptist Hospital, Nashville. The mother is the former
Beverly Dawn Robinson. Grandparents are Melody and Edwin K. McIntyre and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones Jr.. all of Canterbury Estates, Murray.

PFNA Gospel service will be Friday, June 15, at 7 p.m. at Bethel
Chapel Church, nine miles east of Murray on Highway 94 East. Pastor
Steve Galiher from Full Gospel Tabernacle and host of Power for Christian Living on WVHM will be the speaker. The public is invited. For more
information call 753-0220.
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Service will be at Bethel Chapel
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The Hazel Alumni will hold their annual reunion dinner on Saturday,
June 16, at Hazel Community Center. A reception and visitation will
begin at 6 p.m. and the dinner will be at 7 p.m. This year's reunion will
honor the Class of 1951. Alumni should bring any old pictures, momentos
and things of interest to share with classmates. Reservations may beVeade
with Charlene Norsworthy at 753-6597 or Betty Lou Hill at 753-1381.
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Total
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TERRY'S
PAINT & DECORATING

A. Ftlff, Melissa A. Green,
Bethany P. Haley, Lisa M. Burkeen, Shaun K. Hicks, Melissa F.
Lovett, Michael D. Wilson, Leslie
A. Banks, Eric B. Hogancamp,
Kimberly J. Shelton, Joseph A.
BIUS-4 Terri L. Dick, Kristi L Graham, Angela L. Haywood, John T.
Hutchens, Roger N. Hutson, Paul
V. Lamb, Eric K. Mitchell, David
A. Potts,
Kristi S. Starks, Dustin S.
Adams, Tony W. Moore, Jason R.
Sims, Jennifer D. Spegal, Stanley J.
Waller, Kristopher C. Woods, Amy
K. Duncan-Leslie, Brian M. Eells,
Amy R. Fulton, Darby W. Futrell,
Kimberly S. Hosford, Stacey A.
Sills, Tonya L Davis, Melanie J.
Osbron, Tracy L. Walters, Katherine A. Wilson,
Casondra L Canup, Lisa F.
Culver, William T. Gentry, Melissa
R. Green, Penny G. Green, Amy R.
Helm, Marian B. Henderson, Darrell M. Hopkins, Dana L. Riddle,
Ray S. Roberts, Michael P. Rpccio,
Julie A. Tucker, Scou P. West,
Loren C. Wisehart, Johnny M.
Phillips, Lori G. Roberts and Brad
W. Young.
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We are pleased to announce thatJaneen Outland,

bride-elect of Maxie Puckett,
has made her domestic and
houseware selections from
our bridal registry.
Janeen and Maxie will be
married July,21, 1990.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 124

Ladies Day Tennis will be held Thursday, June 14, at 8 a.m. at Murray
Country Club. Tennis captain, Rainey Apperson, asks that all women tennis players please note the time change from 9 a.m. until 8 a.m., due to
the heat. The line-up is as follows: Court I - Wilda Purdom, Rainey
Apperson, Marian Posey and Shirley Homra; Court II - Nancy Edwards,
Sue Overbey, Donna Keller and Martha Andrus; Court III - Lois Keller,
Nancy Whiner, Rita Henley and Bobbie Weatherly; Court IV - Jeannetta
Williams, Lynn Dowdy, Georgianna Moffitt and Peggy Billington. Substitutes will be Frances Hulse and Norma Frank.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FUR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 13, 1990
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
44116
You're inclined to overspend in the
You're discovering surprising
pursuits of pleasure. You'll be revis- facets to your personality. You could
ing plans now regarding long range become engrossed in a new mental
financial security. Real estate invest- interest. Be aware of the sensitivities
ments are favored.
of close ties today.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You could soon be entering a
You'll make important revisions in
business partnership. Try not to your thinking now about investments
overreact to what seems to be a and financial security. Don't let job
slight. Today's financial opportunities interests slide. Be on top of things
give you much to be happy about.
and then you'll be successful.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
ifk (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A difficult job situation now turns
New social opportunities open up
around to your satisfaction. What was for you now. In business, too, you
a minus turns into a plus. Dealings hold a winning hand. Keep unneceswith agents and advisers are favored. sary expenditures to a minimum.
Travel looks good.
Shoppers should be discriminating.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Try not to go overboard in your use
Your fortunes turn for the better in
of credit now.Social life could lead to business now. A project on the back
excesses. You'll be pleased with burner gains new life. Tonight you'll
today's developments in a child's life. be in a celebrating mood. Enjoy life's
LEO
improved prospects.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
PISCES
7401/`
You'll gain a better understanding (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•airar
now of a family member. Delays
Maintain a tougher skin and overinvolving property interests are over. look someone's insensitive manner.
Evening hours favor happy celebra- Good news comes from an agent or
tions with friends.
representative. Home activities are
VIRGO
happily accented tonight.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are both
You could rise to a. position of practical and creative but sometimes
leadership; in connection with a have difficulty reconciling these
group. Overcome a tendency to let qualities. You have much originality
things slide and you'll runt today and often stand out as a person who
rewarding where job interests are does his or her own thing. You have
concerned.
leadership abilities and can succeed
LIBRA
in business for yourself. You have an
(Sept.23to Oct22)
interest in psychic phenomena and
You're in a party mood, but watch a often make your mark in creative
tendency to overdo. Career and areas. Birthdate of: Fanny Burney,
financial interests definitely turn for writer; Elisabeth Schumann, singer;
the better now.
and Richard Thomas, actor.
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Community events listed
Tuesday, June 1.2
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Tuesday, June 12
at Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Blood River Baptist Church will
start Vacation Bible School at 6:15
p.m.

West Kentucky Summer Youth
Series will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Ninth Street Church of Christ,
Paducah.

Bethel United Methodist Church
will start Vacation Bible School at
6:30 p.m.

Ministry of Visitation wilitt-11
10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Orsee
Baptist Church.

Wednesday, June 13
Fern Terrace Lodge.
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
will meet at 10:30 a.m. at Bel Air
Shopping Center to go to Pattie's
for lunch.
Pacers Homemakers Club are
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Surrender Rehearsal
akt 11 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Wednesday, June 13
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Parenting will be at 7 p.m. in
Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Blood River Baptist Church will
start Vacation Bible School at 6:15
p.m.

Murray Shrine Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.

Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will start Vacation Bible
School at 8:45 a.m.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Glendale Road Church of Christ
will start Vacation Bible School at
9:30 a.m.

Murray State University Summer
Community Band will perform at 7
p.m. in Quadrangle area near
Lovett Auditorium. Each one
should bring a lawn chair. In case
of inclement weather, the concert
will be in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.

Hal
(Cont'd from page 6)
cast service produces several programs, including "It's Your Business," "First Business," and
"Nation's Business Today," a
weekly program which reaches
more than half of the American
homes through the ESPN cable
network.
As an intern, Haley will be
involved in lobbying Congress,
writing press releases and giving
statements to the press.
On campus at Harding, she has
served two years on the Presidential Council of Campus Leaders,
member of Alpha Epsilon Rho
Honor Society, Public Relations
Student Society of American, Ko
Jo Kai social club, Student Impact
Group Leader arid editor of the student newspaper.
Haley is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch of
Farmington and Mr. and Mrs.
Oather Haley of Mayfield.

Bethel United Methodist Church
will start Vacation Bible School at
6:30 p.m.
Cooperative Vacation Bible
School of First Christian, First Presbyterian, St. John's Episcopal and
St. Leo's Catholic Churches will
start at 9 a.m. at Parish Center of
St. Leo's Church.
Free blood pressure checks for
senior citizens will be given from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Center.
The center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
Health Express will be at Kirksey United Methodist Church from
9 to II a.m. and at Goshen United
Methodist Church from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m., Story Hbur at
10:30 a.m. and Summer Reading
Program at 3 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close,
WNC Orientation at 1:30 p.m. and
LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center; Corn and
Tobacco Cultivation from 10 a.m.
to 12 noon, Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 3 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed frtim Paducah hospitals include the
following: Ted McCuiston, John Anselment and John Billheimer, all of
Murray, Jerry Dowdy of Almo, and Roy Henry and Patricia Martindale of
New Concord, from Western Baptist; Christa Farris, James Frazier, Mary
Roberson and Larry Norsworthy, all of Murray, and Frances Jones of Farmington from Lourdes.

Recycling meeting on June 18
A meeting will be held Monday, June 18, at 7:30 p.m. at Annex of
Calloway County Public Library to form a committee of people interested
in recycling in Murray. Committee members will begin to investigate
ways to expand Murray's present recycling programs. All interested people are invited to attend:

Seniors plan Hawaiian tour
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has an Hawaiian trip planned for Sept. 11 to 21. This
will
include nine nights and 10 days with transportation by Delta Airlines,
round trip from Paducah, Benton and Murray. Included in the tour will be
a flower lei greeting on arrival, four nights on the island of Oahu in
Wailiki, continental breakfast, exclusive Pearl Harbor/city tour, two nights
at
King Kamehameha on big island of Hawaii, day tour of Volvano
State
National Park, black sand beach, three nights on island of Maui
at
Ka'anapapali Beach Hotel, Hawaiian luau, and more entertainment. Mrs.
Moore will be of assistance throughout the escorted vacation. Reservations should be made by Friday, June 15. For a full itinerary and reservation, call :53-8274 or 753-4000.

•

The NYE Family Singers will be
at Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God at 7:30 p.m.
Roy Wood and Ray Pawlowski,
counselors for Kentucky Division
of Veterans Affairs, will be at
National Guard Armory, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road, from 9
to 11:30 a.m.
Purchase Public Service Corp.
will meet at 2 p.m. at Purchase
Area Development District,
Mayfield.
Prayer meeting will be at 7:30
p.m'. at Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have guest-member day golf
tournament with shot-gun tee off at
9 a.m.
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
Paintings by B.F.A. degree candidate Terry Tapp will be on display today through June 22 in
upper level of Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
Works by B.S. degree candidate
Amy B. Jones will be on display
today through June 22 in Curris
Center Gallery at Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Fr. Larry McBride will be honored at a social, hosted by Ladies
Guild, following mass at 7 p.m. at
St. Leo's Cathyolic Church.
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. as follows: Ruth Wilson in
church parlor, Hannah with Judy
Stabler and Wesleyan with Helen
Beal.
Eastwood Baptist Church will
study Revelation 17 at 7:30 p.m.
when Donna and Emily Cutini will
play a piano duet.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Meeting, Youth Bible Study and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Mid-Week Service at 7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Mission Trip Youth Choir at
5:30 p.m.; Klaymata Fellowship
and Mission Team Training at 6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting at 6:45 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June 8,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Allen baby boy, parents, Phyllis
and Kevin, Rt. 1, Box 42, Benton;
Daugherty baby girl, parents,
Teresa and Ricky, Ri 1, Box 73,
Camden, Tenn.;
Russell baby boy, parents, Ginger and Jeff, Rt. 5, Box 223-A,
Murray.
Dismissals
Kenneth A. Grogan, 1322 Olive
Blvd., Murray; William H. Roberts,
Rt. 5, Box 54, Murray; Billy
Mason Wilson, Hazel;
Mrs. Dorothy Haneline, Ri 1,
Box 164A, Murray; Mrs. Dollie
Mitchuson, Ri 1, Box 544, Hardin;
Miss Kathy E. Bell, 616 Bolden,
Paris, Tenn.;
Roger Krogstad, Rt. 5, Box 315,
Benton; Timothy Pace, Ri 3, Box
13D, Murray; Mrs. Erma Lee Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 76, Almo;
Mrs. Karla Brivain, Rt. 3, Box
1050, Murray; Mrs. Teresa Ann
Mathis, Rt. 3, Box 319, Benton;
Larry Bohannon, Rt. 1, Box 102,
Kirksey;
Leland Lawrence, Rt. 1, Box 2B,
Kirksey; Charles Earl Maisel, Box
12, Almo; Mrs. Barbara Canup, Rt.
3, Box 288K, Murray;
Guy C. Turner, 501 South
Seventh St., Murray; William
Wheeler, Box 31A,. New Concord;
Mrs. Treva Moffitt, 404 Highland,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Johanna Pauline Rose, 810
Broad St., Ext., Murray; Ira H.
Dill, Rt. 6, Box 294-A, Murray;
Mrs. Cindy K. Bailey and baby
girl, 1308 Diuguid, Murray; Mrs.
Melissa Jo Evans and baby girl, Rt.
2, Box 320, Murray;
Mrs. Lottie Hurt, 601 Vine Si,
Murray; Mrs. Gayla Renee Davis
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 37B,
Springville, Tenn.

Holly Walston, who has just completed her sophomore year at
Calloway County High School,
was recognized as the most outstanding student of the year in
Honors English II, Geometry,
World Civics and Retailing I at
the Awards Ceremony for underclassmen on May 24 at CCHS.
She also has been nominated for
the 24th annual edition of Who's
Who Among High School Students. She is Ole daughter of Rob
and Monica Walston and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Jewelle
Walston and Mrs. Gertrude
Haack.

Van Buren

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals and
one expiration for Sunday, June 10.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2, Box 186,
Murray; Mrs. Ginger Russell and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 223-A,
Benton;
Mrs. Teresa D. Daugherty and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 73, Camden,
Tenn.; Mrs. Phyllis S. Allen and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 42, Benton;
Mrs. Lee-Amy Wright, Rt. 1,
Box 468, Dover, Tenn.; Hal BranDEAR ABBY: I had to write in
don, Rt. 4, Box 205, Murray; Miss
response to"Piano Lover," who wrote
Michelle D. Jarvis, HC Box ID, to say that
her husband wouldn't
New Concord;
allow their son to take piano lessons
Miss Haley Kay Phillips, Rt. 3, because he was afraid he'd become a
Box 191, Benton; Mrs. Mary Pat sissy.
My son. Steve, now 18, started
Musser, Ri 3, Box 158, Murray;
Mrs. Martha S. Conner, Ri 4, Box
440, Benton;
Miss Linda Diane Ray, C-8
Southside Manor, Murray; Joseph
Fowler, Rt. 1, Box 31, Wing();
Ralph W. Riley, Rt. 2, Box 308,
Murray,

taking piano lessons when he was 8.
He has such a passion for music,
along with his God-given talent,and
has entertained people for hours with.
his piano playing. It never once
crossed our mind
or his -.- that a
pianist might be considered feminine.
By the way.Steve is also a varsity
letter recipient in soccer and track.
He lifts weights and is also in the top
5 percent of his class scholastically.
He has a steady girlfriend, but other
girls call him anyway. Believe me.
Abby. this kid is no sissy.
STEVE'S MOM,
SELLERSVILLE, PA.

***

People are eating them up! For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, business.
size, self-addressed ens elope, plus check
or money order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES:

PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS:

Thurs.-Mon., June 14-18
Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-5:30 p.m.

Hwy 641 North - Murray

With Medium or Large Pizza
•

I.

By Abigail

474-8092 • Hwy. 68, Aurora

Saturday, June 23rd 7:00 p.m.

Wu/SI-011

DEAR ABBY: I'm usually pretty
quiet concerning people's opinions,
but when they make brash and erroneous statements about guys who
take piano lessons, that's something
much as I'd like to.
I won't stand for.
Now,piano is my love. What a joy
I am 1.6 years old, stand 5 foot 10
to plaY Broadway show tunes. I also and weight 200 pounds. I played
love Strauss waltzes, Chopin, De- first-string linebacker and fullback
bussy, Wagner,as well as those fast,. in football. and I'm a first-degree
showy novelty numbers.
black belt. I've been taking piano
I agree with you, Abby. Let the lessons for eight years, which has
boy take piano lessons. It's a won- enabled me to learn how to play nine
derful way to learn the basics of other instruments,and I'm definitely
music. And by the way, nobody who no sissy.
knew me when I was young would
I'm not saying this to brag on
ever take me for a sissy.
myself; I just want to let that father
B. MORGAN SCHERER. know that his son can take piano
JOHNSON CITY. TENN
lessons without threatening his
masculinity. Sign me ...
DEAR MORGAN:Read on for
MUSICAL BUT MACHO
a couple of other male pianists
IN BLOOMINGTON
who are anything but feminine:

presents

For Further Information Contact Bob Haley 489-2266

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals and
two expirations for Monday, June
11, as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Lori Webb, Ri 1, Box 130,
Hazel; Mrs. Arvada McKnight, Rt.
1, Box 137, Almo; Miss Della Rose
Dowler, 2203 Quail Creek Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary Garmon, Rt. 1, Box
79, Hickman; Miss Tracy Hawkins,
Rt. 1, Box 719, Dexter; James
Hart, Rt. 2, Box 145, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Bonny Redden and baby
girl, 413 South Ninth St., Murray;
Parvin Rhoades, 803 North 17th
St., Murray;
Mrs. Rebecca Kirby, 1328
Adams Circle, Mayfield; Mrs.
Rachel Vaughan, Rt. 1, Box 275,
Fulton;
John Whelan, 902 Poplar Si,
Murray; Mrs. Nell Churchill, 400
North Sixth St., Murray;
Helge Nelson, Rt. 1, Box 655A,
Hardin; Herman Moss, 1111 Mulberry, Murray;

Expirations
Mrs. Jessie Wright, 838 Hurt
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Virginia Gibbs,
911 North 16th St., Murray.

Boys Taught to Play Piano
Win Crescendos of Praise

- Open Daily -

New Concord Church of Christ

Finis Pierce, Rt. 1, Box 174,
Dexter, Mrs. Ethel York, Rt. 10,
Box 303, Benton;
Mrs. Venola B. Russell, Ri 1,
Box 366, Gilbensville; James E.
Crutchef, Rt. 2, Box 637, Dover,
Tenn.
Expiration
Loren Adams, 317 South 13th
St., Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, June 9,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Redden baby girl, parents, BonDEAR ABBY: Please tell -Piano
ny and Paul, 413 South Ninth St.,
Lover" that one of the great joys of
Murray.
my life is that, at 81, I can still sit
Dismissals
down at the. piano and play "Dizzy
William Clark, Rt. 1, Box 133, Fingers" and dozens of other popuHazel; Grady Wesson, Rt. 4, Box lar numbers as well as classical..
My parents forced me to take
228, Murray; Zachary Ryan White,
piano lessons when I was 10 years
Rt. 2, Box 131A, Hazel;
Mrs. Lucille Horita, Rt. 1, Box old. I had very little talent and I
43, Almo; Rickie Pope, 1404 Irland hated to practice,but I had to whether
I liked it
so eventually I
St., Nashville, Tenn.; Chris Bur- learned howortonot,
play. I didn't realize
keen, Ri 1, Box 328, Dexter;
it at the time, but they did me a
Mrs. Tammy Jean Ferguson and tremendous favor when they
baby girl, 2009 Oak Grove Cr., wouldn't let me quit.
Now that I am retired, playing
Benton; Mrs. Lou Ann Birdsong
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 54B, the piano is my most rewarding
hobby. I see many retired folks who
Almo;
are bored to death, with nothing to
Mrs. Doris J. Redd, Box 45, do but sit in a chair
and
endAlmo; Mrs. Gela Green, Rt. 1, Box lessly. I love to walk, butrock
due to a
225, Farmington; Mrs. Jodi K. knee injury I got playing four years
Mayfield, P.O. Box 1333, Cadiz. of college football. I can't walk as

Barry Fortner
"Take A Stand
For Jesus"

PAGE 7

Dismissals, babies, expirations released

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Callotvly'County Athletic Boosters Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County High Schooll.
For information call 759-1556.
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Sports
Wrangler
Daniel T. Parker

Once you get past the long hair, the coverboy looks, the "hey look at ME" outfits and The
quite-considerable amount of pure tennis talent,
it's hard not to see "WUSS" written all over
Andre Agassi.
That's "wuss" as in wimp, crybaby, spoiled brat, etc. Let me
make it clear that I'm not necessarily talking about his antics
and tantrums during his tennis competition, either — I'm talking
about his wussiness, his cowardice when it comes to the makeor-break Wimbledon tournaments.
• !lie Nastase got the ball rolling toward nastiness back in the
late '60s and early '70s with his on-court boorish behavior, and
John McEnroe "refined" rudeness to a near-art form. They were
had boys. They were brats. They caused trouble.
They played Wimbledon.
Agassi is a heavyweight fighter who has built, a nice reputation and won't accept a shot at the title because he might lose
and there goes the reputation.
In his case, reputation means advertising contracts. Clothes,
shoes, headbands, maybe even tennis equipment. Agassi's ranking
went up with his 'second-place finish in the recent French Open;
that ranking could sink again if he were to make an early exit
from the grass courts of Wimbledon.
The funny thing is, Agassi may just be good enough to win
Wimbledon — but he's never played it, and he never twill
unless he's sure of himself. After all, he can get more press by
staying away than if he were beaten somewhere in the middle
rounds.
Imagine Nolan Ryan not wanting to pitch in the World
Series. Imagine Jack Nicklaus staying away from The Masters.
For that matter, imagine Macho King Randy Savage turning
down a challenge from Andre the Giant.
Now imagine Andre "the Wuss" Agassi calling someone else
a "bozo," the term he applied to International Tennis Federation
president Philippe Charier when Chatrier criticized Agassi's
showy clothes. (Chatrier, on the other hand, showed nothing but
class in the comments he made concerning Agassi after Andres
Gomez beat Agassi in the French Open finals.)
If Chatrier is a bozo, then Agassi is a hot-pink Howdy
Doody.
• • •
It would be easier to credit Agassi's youth (20 years old) as
part of the reason behind his behavior if it were not for the
amazing young talent that is coming up behind him. Michael
Chang is two years younger and 20 years more mature. The
same goes for the two women's finalists in the French Open,
16-year-old Monica Seles and 14-year-old Jennifer Capriati.
These — and other young, rising tennis stars — go out and
play, tennis. They don't "keep their mouths shut," but at the
same time, they don't saunter around looking for trouble or controversy, either.
Of course, they don't have Agassi's advertising contracts,
either, so there may be wisdom in his wussiness, but he's still
a wuss. Remember that the next time you're thinking about
buying something Agassi advertises. Supporting his power as an
advertising pitchman is a vote for wimping out.
• • •
Here's something else to keep in mind about young tennis
stars. In the future, when you hear former tennis great and current NBC commentator Chris Evert gushing and gasping over
Capriati's ability or personality or charm or whatever, plcase
keep in mind that Chris Evert's dad is Capriati's coach...and
Evert's brother is Capriati's agent.
Capriati is good and is going to get better, but Evert should
tone down her worshipful commentary in recognition of the conflict of interest which prevents her from being an objective
reporter.
• • II
Nolan Ryan kind of stole Pat Riley's thunder last night,
didn't he? Riley's resignation from the Lakers would have been
the top sports story of the day, but ol' Nolan had to go out
and throw another no-hitter against the world champion Oakland
A's.
Ryan's sixth no-hitter was sort of a family affair as well. He
had flown his family in from Texas to watch him pitch. Ryan's
14-year-old son Reese was in the dugout during the game,
according to the Associated Press.
"I looked down there after the seventh, and there was his
son, rubbing his back, talking to him," Texas Rangers manager
Bobby Valentine told the AP. "It was some sight, one wonderful sight. I've never been happier in my professional life."
I'll bet the same could be said of Ryan himself.
Ryan is simply remarkable, a 43-year-old man with back
spasms who can go out and shut down the powerful Oakland
lineup. I have back spasms occasionally, too, and I can't even
walk a straight line when they're flaring up.
• • •
While Ryan's no-hitter was a family affair of joy, there'll be
a much-sadder family-type atmosphere tonight in Portland when
Detroit Piston guard Joe Dumars takes the floor, only two days
after the death of his father.
Dumars' decision to go ahead and play the game speaks for
his courage and his dedication to his craft, but there should be
something said for the elder Dumars.
' courage and dedication, as
well.
According to the Associated Press, Dumars' father, Joe
Dumars Jr., never saw his son play in person except on a
makeshift backyard court that the elder Dumars built. He was a
simple man, a truck driver who saw all seven of his children
go to college, and he also wouldn't accept a new house in •
Natchitoches, La. from his son after he made it big in the
NBA. Instead, the elder Dumars accepted a satelite dish as a
gift so that he could watch as many of his son's games as
possible.
Joe Dumars also gave his father the championship ring from
last year's Pistons NBA title.
•

I

I guess I'm just not enough of a sports fan. I was given a
copy of The National, the nationwide sports daily newspaper, to
look over recently, and I was disappointed.
I guess a real sports fans wants to have the scorebook printed on the page along with the story, I guess the real sports fan
wants to have sports crossword puzzles and re-runs of old "Joe
Palooka" comic strips along with the glitzy graphics and
splashes of color and, yes, even the national weather map.
One thing I noticed that The National didn't have — very
much advertising. That may be good news for the readers, but
it's bad news for the accountants. I don't think The National
has much of a future, and I'm really not too convinced that
this world needs a daily sports newspaper. Too much is too
much.

Ryan mows-down-Ns for sixth no-hitter
By ERIC PREWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer

OAKLAND, Calif. — Nolan Ryan called the
pitching conditions almost perfect — as in
almost as perfect as Nolan Ryan.
The Oakland Athletics, baseball's world
champions, called the 43-year-old Texan simply
awesome after Ryan made more pitching history
Monday night by recording the sixth no-hitter of
his 23-year major league career.
Ryan, who came off.ths Texas Rangers' disabled list last week after resting a sore back,
struck out 14 batters and walked only two in
posting the 5-0 victorY.
No one else has more than four no-hitters, and
Ryan now stands as the oldest pitcher ever to
throw one. Cy Young was the previous oldest,
41 when he achieved the feat in 1908 with the
Boston Red Sox.
"The air was cool tonight, and the ball was
heavy. The ball Willie Randolph hit in the
fourth, I thought would be a home run," Ryan
said. "I think if we had been in our ballpark.
The way the ball travels there, it probably would
have been."
Pete Incaviglia ran down Randolph's drive in
deep left field, and there were only a few scares
for Ryan and the Rangers after that. Shortstop
Jeff Huson made a tough play for the next-tolast out of the game, charging a slow grounder
by Rickey Henderson and throwing him out.
When Randolph flied out to right fielder
Ruben Sierra in foul territory to end the game,
Texas players mobbed Ryan and carried him
from the field. Ryan's wife, Ruth, and two of his

children were also on hand to congratulate him,
and a bottle.of champagne was delivered to the
pitcher before he reached the clubhouse.
"Amazing is the only way to describe him.
Forty-three years old and he's throwing 93 and
94 mile-an-hour fastballs — in the eighth and
ninth innings," said Carney Lansford, who
pinch hit in the eighth inning and returned to the
A's bench as one of Ryan's strikeout victims.
"The key to the game, I think, was that I had
good command of the fasthall and Made good
pitches with it, and I had a good changeup,",
Ryan said. "Oakland is a _free-swinging ballclub, and because of that they were swinging at

changeups even when they were out of the strike
zone."
The A's top two power hitters, Jose Canseco
and Mark McGwire, were out of the lineup,
Canseco because of a bad back.
But Ryan was throwing to a catcher, John
Russell, he'd never worked with before, and his
back was giving him some trouble.
"I was giving my back time to respond," he
said later, explaining why he took so much time
....betweezpitches, especially late iathe game. "I
threw 130 pitches, and that was about my
limit."
The Rangers took a 2-0 lead in the first on
Julio Franco's two-run homer off Scott Sanderson (7-3). Russell homered in the second, Franco hit another two-run homer in the fifth, and
over the last few innings the Oakland crowd of
33,436 was cheering "Nolan, Nolan."
Ryan pitched four no-hitters with the California Angels, tying Sandy Koufax's all-time major
league record, in a three-year period (1973-75)
early in his career. He got No. 5 in 1981 as a
member of the Houston Astros, in a 5-0 decision
over the Los Angeles Dodgers.
"I just missed a couple last year, and that
makes this extra special," Ryan said, referring
to the five times in 1989 that he went through
seven innings without allowing a hit. Three of
those no-hit bids were broken up in the eighth,
two in the ninth.
"It certainly has a special place, up there with
the fifth one, because it comes so late in my
career," added Ryan, who is 5-3 this season and
294-266 for his career with 59 shutouts and
5,152 strikeouts.

Staff Report
Ledger & Times Sports

Peter O'Rourke II was named
the new head girls' basketball
coach at Calloway County High
School Monday afternoon.
O'Rourke, who was the head
football and girls' basketball
coach at Calloway Middle, was
named in a special session of
the Calloway County School
Board Monday afternoon.
O'Rourke will succeed Rose
Elder, who stepped down after
five years at the helm of the
Lady Lakers, who finished 9-14
and bowed out to Marshall
County in the first round of the
Fourth District tournament.
O'Rourke is an 11-year veteran of the Calloway system, and
has 21 years of coaching experience. He took the CMS Lady
Lakers into the finals of the
Fourth District eighth-grade
tournament ten times.

Storey's shortstop Billy Smith crosses in front of third baseman Paul Lamb to bare-hand a slow-rolling
grounder during a first-place battle against J.H. Churchill in Murray Little League play Tuesday night.
J.H. Churchill won 7-3 (see "Actions& Reactions" for details).
Buff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Riley ends reign as L.A.'s `Showtime' director
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Stylish Pat Riley, the impeccably
dressed director of Showtime the
last nine years, has decided to take
his act elsewhere, probably to the
tube.
Mike Dunleavy, Riley's successor with the Los Angeles Lakers,
will have a tough act to follow,
both as a head coach and fashion
plate.
Riley, who coached the Lakers
to four NBA championships since
taking over the team early in the
1981-82 season, had tears in his
eyes as he bowed out of his job
Monday at a news conference.
"It's just time for me at age 45
to move on," he said. "There are
other things to do. There isn't anything specific I can say right now. I
had a choice to make, a decision to
make, as a person."
Accompanied by his wife, Chris,
who also teared up, Riley said he
was neither "fed up" nor :'burned
out" — just ready for a change.
"The last 10 years have been the
greatest experience of my life," he

said. "It was a wonderful decade
of memorable experiences I've had.
Basketball has been my life. I've
been 20 years in this game.
"There are other things I want to
do in my lifc. I don't want to be an
old timer before I do them."
Riley, who still has two years
left on his contract, is reportedly in
line for a broadcasting job with
NBC, which becomes the NBA's
prime network next season. His
decision to leave the Lakers confirmed rumors which circiplated for
several weeks.
Dunleavy, 36, an assistant coach
for the Milwaukee Bucks the last
three seasons, becomes the secondyoungest head coach in the NBA.
Coincidentally, Riley was 36
when the Lakers hired, him as head
coach on Nov. 19, 1981, to succeed
the fired Paul Westhead.
Riley guided the Lakers to an
NBA-best 63-19 record this season
and was named NBA Coach of the
Year for the first time in his career.
But Los Angeles was eliminated by
Phoenix in five games in the

yiest-

Pat Riley's Career Record
The career coaching record of Pal Riley, who
resigned as head coach of the Los Angeles
Lakers on Monday:
Regular Season
Year, Team
W
L Pct. Fin-a
1
1981-82, LA Lakers . 50 21 .704
1
1982-83, LA Lakers
1983-84, LA Lakers
54 28 .659 1
1984-85, LA Lakers
62 20 .756 1
1985-86, LA Lakers
62 20 .756
1
1986-87, LA Lakers . 65 17 .793 1
1987.88, LA Lakers .. 62 20 .756 1
1988-89, LA Lakers .. 57 25 .695 1
1989-90, LA Lakers-y. 63 19 .768
1
Totals .
533 19-4 .733
Post-Season
1981-82, LA Lakers-z
12 2 .857
1982-83, LA Lakers
r. 8 7 .533
1983-84, LA Lakers
14 7 .887
1984-85, LA Lakers-z
15 4 .789
1985-86, LA Lakers
8 6 .571
1986-87, LA Lakers-z
15 3 .833
1987-88, LA Lakers-z
15 9 .625
1988-89, LA Lakers
11
4 .733
198990, LA Lakers
Totals
102
4 47
5 :444
685
Overall Total
635 241 .725
x-Paciloc Division
y-NBA Coach ol the Year
z-won NBA championship

ern Conference semifinals — the
first time the Lakers didn't reach
the conference finals since 1981,
their final season under Westhead.
Under Riley, the Lakers went
533-194, a .733 winning percen-

Dumars may play despite father's death
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP) — Because of the death of
his father, Joe Dumars is listed only as a probable
starter for tonight's Game 4 of the NBA Finals.
"You always have to assume they'll be at their
best, so you don't think about who might not be
there," Portland guard Clyde Drexler said Monday.
"Our hearts are all with Joe and we wish him the
best,"
Dumars' father, Joe Dumars Jr., 65, died of congestive heart failure-A0- minutes before _Sunday's
game, in which his son scored 33 points in Detroit's
121-106 victory over the Trail Blazers.
It was originally announced that the younger
Dumars returned immediately to Detroit, where he
was to meet his wife and then fly on to his home in
Natchitocks, La.

lastead, he never left Oregon.
"He stayed in Portland, but I think he still has a
decision to make about playing," teammate Isiah
Thomas said. "I've lost loved ones before and your
mind changes about things. His mind is probably
fluctuating hour to hour about what he should do."
Thomas said he talked to Dumars Sunday night,
but did not discuss his teammate's decision.
"We're going to support him whatever he decides
to do," Thomas said,___
Family members and friends indicated tliiii Dumars
decided to stay in Portland so he could play.
"My mother talked to Joe and told him his father
wanted him to play," his sister, Martha Dumars, said.
"He'll wait to come home for the funeral so he can
keep playing. That's what we decided."

tage. They also went 102-47 in
playoff games, the most playoff
wins by one coach in NBA history.
"Pat was much more than a
coach to me," said guard Magic
Johnson. "He has been my friend
and an inspiration. When I was
down, he was able to pick me up
and help make me the best basketball player and person that I could
be.
"When I'm older and somebody
talks about `Showtime,' the first
person I'll think of is Pat Riley."
Riley declined to comment on
reports he was returning to the
broadcast booth. NBC said it would
have no comment on its NBA
lineup until the finals conclude.
Riley worked as a color commentator with broadcaster Chick
Hearn for two seasons before being
hired as an assistant to Westhead in
November 1979. When Westhead
was fired 11 games into the
1981-82 season, Riley took over
and guided the team to the NBA
championship that season. _
Three more championships followed — 1985, 1987 and 1988.
Riley promised after the 1987 season that the Lakers would repeat.
When they did, they became the
first team to do so since Boston in
1969.
The Lakers tried to make it three
in a row last June, but were swept
by Detroit in the finals. Now it's
the Pistons who are trying to make
it two straight championships.
Like Riley, Pistons coach Chuck
Daly is considered one of the bestdressed coaches in the league. And
like Riley, Daly is considered a
candidate for a commentator job
with NBC.
"It was a challenge, particularly
the dressing part of it," Daly said
of coaching against Riley.
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Actions& Reactions

Fleer

Upper Division softball

Upper
Deck

Pitchers helped their own cause Tuesday night as Cain's.
1.L7
.taEagle defeated Alison Photography 9-5 and the Murray Moose Lodge beat
's Restaurant 11-9,
For Cain's, winning pitcher Marti McClard had a tnple, double and tour RBI while
Valerie Shelton added a triple and two singles and Jaime Pigg, Kadonna Randolph
and Molty Wisehart each had two hits. For Allison, Dina Fez' homered and tripled
for 3 RBI, Linda Stubblefield tripled and singled, and Vicky Rowland and Misty Darnell each had two hits.
•Moose pitcher Cindy Crutcher picked up the win and helped herself with 4-for-4
batting, including two runs scored and two RBI. Tammy Chester had three hits,
including a double, Krista Stalls tripled and singled to drive in three runs, Christy
Clayton had three hits, including a double, and Stacie Boyd and Christine Carmode
had two hits each. For Martha's, Amanda Green had three hits, including a double,
and 3 RBI, Toni Ford had three hits, Stacie Warren had three hits including a
ble, Amanda Haneline tripled, Leah Darnell tripled to score two runs, and Amy douAlexander drove in two runs with a double

Topps

East

DIWINGO
W

I. Pct
35 22 614 33 25 549
2.4
Phodelphia .
28 2$ 500
14
Now Vow .....................,....................................... 26 21 481
7'4
Chicago .
26 32 Sall
1.4
St Louis
25 33 431
10.4
Weal Division
kV L Pct
Cinemas
34 18 854 Son Diego
30 26 545
5.4
San Franosco
28 30 4413
9
Los Angeles
26 30 413
9
Houston
24 34 414 13
Atlanta
21 33 389 14
6-denotes linel gams Imes a sin

sc.

Pittsburgh

11401WIWI

Pony
The Murray Kiwanis defeated Benton 15-4 while Calvert City handed
Thomlon's
Hea:ing and Air a 7-6 defeat. For Thornton's, singles by Cory Burkeen and
Richard
Thornton were the only hits in the game. Robert Weatherly singled, homered
pitched the win for the Kiwanis, while Casey Williams doubled and tripled and and
Jay
Herndon added two singles

Park League

.

..,..... ....

1811411sy's Games
Montreal 5. Philadelphia 0. 151 game
Montreal 3. Philadelphia 2. 2nd game
San Franosco I, Atlanta 3
Chicago 11. New York 5
Houston 5 Los Angeles 3
Rnsburgh 8. St Loins 7
Only games scheduled
.
1
Tuesday's Games
New York (Good:en 3-5) at Chicago (Biskedu
3-4).
1 20 p.m
Atlanta (Glavin* 2-4 and Greens 0-01 at Cincinnati
(DJackson 1-1 and Flip 4-11, 2, 435 gLa
t
Montreal a Smith 3-31 at Philacisiphia (K
7-31,

„n•

Little League

t

NATIONAL LEAGUE

•••••

Kopperud Realty defeated Ryan Milk 12-5 and Andrew McClure had two doubles
and a single and Matt Darnell and Jeff Kirk each doubled with two singles Kyle
Roberson had three hits and Matt Keel and Matt Ragsdale each added two hits for
Kopperud. For Ryan Milk, Austin Webb had two doubles, Chris Faughn singled and
doubled and Wes Alexander had two hits.

Donruss
Tommy s
753-0473
Baseball Cards
901
ill:- Ovneitr: ifColdwater
Tommy
tfA
.
Goodwin
N.-.....
Rd.
MINOR
LEAGUE
sETS
Score
,

Marti McClard tosses a pitch toward the plate for Cain's Jeep-Eagle
during Upper Division action against Allison Photography Tuesday
night. McClard and Cain's recorded the win, 9-5 (see "Actions&
Reactions" for details).
Staff photo by Daniel T.

08 L10 Streak Home Away
644 Won 1
194 16-14
z-1-3 Won 2 17-10 16-15
z-3-7 Los 5 12-13 11615
5-5 Loa 1
19-13 7-15
7-5-5 Won 4
12-16 14-16
44 Loa 1
13-18 12-15
GB L10 Streak Home Away
6-44 Loa 3 134 21-12
1-7-3 Won 1
19-15 11-10
74-1 Won 2 12-16 16-14
3-7 Lost 2 18-14 12-18
4.4 Won 4
15-15 9-19
6-44 Lost 2 11-16 10-17

6 35 pm
Los Angeles OA lAsOdux 0-01 al Haman (Gullickson
3-4). 735 p m
Pittsburgh (Heaton 11-1) at St Louis (DeLeon 5-41,
735 pm
San Franasco (0 Robnson 1-01 at San Diego
Mawmusw 6-2) 905 pm
Wednesday's Gems
Nevi York at Chicago. 2, 12 05 pm
Ahanta at Cincinnati. 635 grit
Montreal at Philadelphia. 635 p.m.
Los Angeies at Houston 735 pm
Pittsburgh at St Louis, 735 pm
San Francisco at San Diego. 905 pm

Parker

In a battle for first place, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home defeated Storey's 7-3 Tuesday night, with Brent Anderson tossing the complete game and recording 13 strikeouts while Brad Lowe tripled and singled for the winners. For Storey's, Stephen
Crouch collected two hits.
sin the nightcap, Asthma-Allergy Clinic defeated Walter's Pharmacy 11-5 as Tim
Vaughn had two triples and a single. Walter's was led by John David Poyner, who
had two singles.

Kentucky League
The winning pitcher for the Rotary Club's game on Friday night was inaccurately
identified in Monday's report. Avery Hudspeth was the winning Rotary pitcher

Park League
In previously unreported action, Clinic Pharmacy defeated Hodge, Noel and Associates 3-1 Friday afternoon in a three-inning makeup game. Josh Harcourt doubled
to lead Clinic Pharmacy, while Stephen Compton, Michael Williams, Scott Lowe,
Joey McDaniel, Will Aubrey and Derek Pace singled for Clinic. John Vance had
Hodges only hit, but he made it count with a home run.

Colt League
Murray #1 rallied to defeat Benton #1 3-2 Monday night. Jason Kelly's RBI double
scored Ken Carmode with the winning run in the bottom of the sixth. Kelly had two
hits, while Mitch Downey had two hits including a double, after tossing five innings
and striking out seven. Lucas Denham got the win in relief, while Derrick Plummer
aided the Murray attack with two steals

Kentucky League
Bob Perrin Real Estate and Pickens Supply were winners in Monday night Kentucky League play. Bob Perrin Real Estate defeated Simmons Security 18-9, while
Pickens knocked off Mr. Gatti's 15-1. Roger Houk led Perrin Real Estate with three
hits including a double, while Shane Fox picked up the victory. Chris Bauer and
"Jdltirtarani'had two llitS for. Simmons, while Gilliam and Chad Delancey
doubled. Jeff Nix and Matt Roberts both socked over-the-fence homers for Pickens, while winning pitcher Ryan Pickens had lour hits, including two doubles, Mitch
Ryan had three hits with a double, and Alan Chase had two hits with a double.
Robert Naulty had two hits for Mr. Gatti's.

Lower Division Softball
Murray Paving and Faye's were winners in Lower Division Softball play Monday
night. Faye's split a doubleheader, falling to Murray Paving 14-4 in. the first game,
before defeating West Kentucky Insurance 12-10 in the nightcap. Jessica Dowdy,
Jessica Norsworthy, and Jennifer Pigg all had three hits with a double for Murray
Paving, while Kalista Cunningham also had three hits. Bethany O'Rourke had two
hits with a double, Heather Schroader had two hits with a triple, and Kim Harrington also banged out two hits. Lindsay Lawson, Erin Ford, Monica Lay and Laura
Nixon all had two hits for Faye's in the first game, with Lay and Ford socking doubles. In the second game, Lawson homered and doubled for Faye's, while Ford,
Misty Starks and Lanie Dennison also doubled. Lay, Nixon, Kelly Miles, Keisha
Darnell, Deanna Futrell, and Tarynn Waterman all drove in runs for Faye's. Courtney Griffiths, Stephanie Kurz, Alicia Robertson and Amy Meloan all doubled for
West Kentucky Insurance, with Heather Davis, Ashley Barber, Katie Mason and
Mallon° Mason all driving in runs.

MHS basketball camp
Murray High coach Cary Miller will be conducting the Tiger Basketball Camp June
18-22 at MHS. The camp is open to boys in grades 3-6, and will run 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m , and the cost is $40. Former Murray State coach Ron Greene will be
speaking one day at the camp. For more infoculation, call Miller at 753-8974 or
Murray High at 753-5202.

High school football
The kickoff time for Saturday's Kentucky-Tennessee All-Star Football
Classic has
been moved from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Neyland Stadium in Knoxville, Tenn.
Calloway
County's Robert *Pookie Jones will wear No. 1 for Kentucky in the game,
signifying his selection as Mr. Football.

Soccer
ROME- Juan Cayasso scored the only goal of the game as Costa Rica defeated
Scotland 1-0 in its World Cup debut at Genoa in a Group C game. It was the third
upset of the tournament. Cameroon stunned defending champion Argentina in the
opener and Romania surprised the Soviet Union. In a Group F game at Cagliari on
the island of Sardinia, England tied Ireland 1-1. Confrontations between fans and
police marred the days leading up to the game, but there were no incidents leading
up to kickoff or during the game.

King, Lind power
Pirates over Cards

1"

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - A
study of intercollegiate athletics at
Eastern Kentucky University concludes that the school is currently
competing at the appropriate levels
in the NCAA and should not consider changing.
Results of the yearlong study,
recommended last summer by university President Hanly Funderburk
and authorized by the school's
board of regents, were presented to
the board on Monday.
"This study has focused our
concern for maintaining the proper
relationships of athletics within the
framework of a comprehensive regional university," said board member John Cooper of. Georgetown.
The board reaffirmed its previous commitments to the school's
operation of "representative, competitive athletic progrants" which
"embody the highest qualities of
athletic integrity and recognize the
participants as student-athletes."

Boston
Toronto
Baltimore ..
Milwaukee .
CHOW

AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Bill Krueger picked a good night not to pitch
a no-hitter. Had he done it, who would have
noticed?
With Nolan Ryan authonng the sixth no-hitter
of his career Monday night (see story, page 8),
the Journeyman Milwaukee reliever probably
would have been little more than the answer to
a trivia question. Who else .
There was nothing trivial about Kruegers
performance, however. He pitched 5 1-3 hitless
innings against the Toronto Blue Jays - who
had pounded the Brewers for 31 runs in three
previous games - and left after eight innings
with a two-hitter.
At least he noticed.
l knew I had a no-hitter," the 32-year-old
left-hander said after the Brewers beat the Blue
Jays 4-1 to end a five-game losing streak. 'I
wouldn't lie to you and say I didn't know,"
But Krueger, making his first start since last
June 24, didn't worry about n.
"The only pressure I felt was that I was nervous because it was my first start- Krueger
said. "I tried not to think about the other things
It's a matter of doing what I'm capable of doing
"I don't think anybody can think about a nohitter until you're in the last inning or so."
He never got there, giving way to Dan Piesac, who worked the ninth for his 11th save.
"Krueger kept the ball away from our guys
arid they made some good plays behind him,"
Toronto manager Cito Gaston said after his
team's four-game winning streak ended They
got the breaks like we did the last three days
Elsewhere in the American League:
•Tom Brookens lined a two-out single to score
Jerry Browne from second base in the 12th
inning, giving Cleveland the 4-3 victory over
Boston, which couldn't get a key hit in the ninth
The game went to extra innings when the
Red Sox loaded the bases with none out in the
ninth but failed to score against reliever Jesse
OrOsco. Dwight Evans and Tony Pena forced
runners at the plate and Carlos Quintana struck
Out.
•Melido Perez pitched seven shutout innings
and Carbon Fisk hit the 341st homer of his
career as Chicago won its fourth straight game,
3-1 over the Mariners, to move within two of
Oakland in the American League West
•Lance Parrish homered with two outs in the
ninth inning to give Ben Bryteven and California
a 3-2 victory over Kansas City, the Rcyals'
seventh straight loss.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Don't count the San Francisco Giants out lust
yet
Only a week ago, the defending National
League champs seemed destined for oblivion in
the West.
San Francisco won for the ninth time in 10

games Monday with an 8-3 victory over Atlanta
to move within nine games 01 hrst-place
Cincinnati.
Nine games may seem a lot, but it was only a
little more than a week ago the Giants trailed
the Reds by 14 games.
The Giants have a team batting average of
333 (130-for-390) for the 10 games they've
played in June, a month that began with the
team 10 games under .500.
"You can't ask more from the offense than
that," said Brett Butler, who snapped a 3-3
game in the seventh with a run-scoring double
The Giants won three of four from the
Braves, sconng 43 runs on 62 hits in the senes,
to move within two games of the .500 mark.
San Francisco has won five of seven from
Atlanta this season. averaging 9 6 runs a game.
"It's nice to be playing well going into San
Diego," Giants manager Roger Craig said.
''Everybody thinks they're the only club that can
catch Cincinnati Well wait and see."
The Giants struggled through the first two
months of the season as starters Rick Reuschet Don Robinson, Kelly Downs and Mike
LaCoss all landed on the disabled list
Elsewhere in the NLi
•Lenny Dykstra, leading the major leagues in
batting, went hitless in consecutive games for
the first time this season and had his hating
streak stopped at 23 as Montreal swept a doubleheader from Philadelphia at Veterans Stadium, winning 5-0 and 3-2.
.Ryne Sandberg had lour hits, including a
home run, and red-hot Mark Grace added three
hits as Chicago beat New York 8-5 at Wrigley
Field for its fourth straight victory.
•Utilityman Casey Candaele drove in the gamewinning hit for the second straight game with
hN third career homer, leading Houston past
visiting Los Angeles 5-3 The Astros have won
lOtir straight

Essl Division
W L Pct
31 25 554 32 27 542
'A
2$ 29 491
3%
27 28 491
34
27 32 458
5%
26 30
456
SA
19 35 352 11
WWII Division
W L Pct
38 18 679 35 19 648
2
30 26 536
8
30 29 508
9.4
2$1 32 467 12
25 33 431
14
22 34 .393 16

......... '

CIIVeland

New York

ST. LOUIS (AP)- A .202 hitter and a suddenly shaky second baseman regained their form as the Pittsburgh Pirates ended a three-game losing streak the hard way.
Jeff King's third hit of the game broke an eighth-inning tie and Jose
Lind's diving stop kept the St. Louis Cardinals from re-tying it as the NL
East-leading Pirates pulled out an 8-7 victory Monday night. Starter Doug
Drabck failed to hold a 6-0 lead in his bid to become the league's second
nine-game winner before his teammates rescued the game.
"It's been a season-long slump for me," said King, who went 3-for-6
and scored three runs to raise his average 24 points to .226. "I definitely
felt good tonight."
Lind wasn't talking to the media after the game, possibly because his
first two errors of the season led to unearned runs in the third and fifth.
But others raved about his play in the eighth. The Pirates led by a run
with runners on first and third and two outs when Lind went to his left
and made a diving stop on Denny Walling's grounder, then threw him out
from his knees.
"People are findin:, out Jose Lind is a franchise player," Manager Jim
Leyland said. "I don't know who else would have made (the play)."
"He made a hell of a play," Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog said.
"He's got as good a range as anybody."
Lind also went 2-for-4, raising his average to .332 - 100 points higher
than he hit last season.
"We all had bad years last year, with the exception of a couple of
guys," Leyland said. "He just got caught up in it."

EKU ends sports study
4

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Oakland
Chicago
hinnesota
Callorha
.
Seattle
Texas
Kansas City .
7-denotes hrst game vas a Ile

-

Monday's Games
Cleveland 4. Boston 3. 12 innings
lAlwaukes 4. Toronto 1
Texas 5, Oakland 0
Chicago 3, Seattle 1
Cattornia 3, Kansas City 2
Oniy games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Texas (8 Win 3-7) at Oakland (Moore 4-6). 2 15 p ny
Boston (Harns 5-31 at New York (LaPoint 4-5). 630
6/ M
Miwaukee (fl Robinson 0-01 at Baltimore (Ballard
1-6). 635-om
Cleveland (Black 4-31 at Deuce (DuBois 3-3). 635
pm

GB L10 Streak Horne Away
7-3 Lost 2 19-11 12-14
6-4 Lost 1
17-16 15-11
7-3 Lost 1
11-13 17-16
7-3-7 Won 1
14-14 13-14
7-7-3 Won I
11-t7 16-15
3-7 Won 2 13-13 12-17
7-2-8 Won 1
10-14 9-21
GB L10 Streak Nome Away
64-4 Lost 1
16-9 20- 9
6-7-3 Won 4 21-10 14- 9
z-3-7 Los 4 14-10 16-16
6-4 Won 1
15-15 15-14
z-5-5 Lost 2 11-18 17-14
6-6-4 Won 2 13-19 12-14
2-8 Lost 7
14.17 $17

Toronto iStoniiiimyr• 5-6) at Nthriesota (Tapani 6-4)
7-05 p.m
Chicago (Peterson 0-0) at Sean. (F1 Johnson 5-3)
9.35 pm
Kansas City (Saberhagen 5-4) at California IFintev
8-3). 9 35 p m
Wednesday's Gaines
Texas at Oakland. 215 pm
Chicago at Sean*. 2 35 pm
Boston at New York, 630 pm
1Alwaukee at Baltimore. 635 pm
Cleveland at Detroit, 6.35 p.m.
Toronto at 1Annesota. 7:35 p.m.
Kansas City at California, 9:35 pm

FAST BALLS
SCOREBOARD
New York Mots at Chicago Cube 11 20 p m CDT) Dalin Gooden (3-5) laces
Mike Bielectu 13-41 in a matchup ol
strugging saaners
STATS
Sake Kingery of San Francisco is 7-for-15 with seven RBIs once being recalled on
May 29 front Phoeris.
Montreal catcher /Ake Fitzgerald has 29 Stearn* homers and WNW have been &good
Philadelphia
STREAKS
During his 23-game hitting streak. Len Dykstra was 42-fix-96( 429) Cleveland's Greg Swindell
is 0-3 with five
no decisions in eight starts since April 29
SUPER STARS
Nolan Ryan pitched ins sixth no-hitter of Ns Wiliam career Monday as Texas beat Oakland
5-0 Ryan's last
no-htter. which broke the record he shared with Sandy Kcorfax. was for the Houston
against the Los
Angeles Dodgers in 1981 Hs also pitched lour no-hitters lor the Calfornia Angels TheAstros
no-hitter emended Ns
coritination of no-hit and one-hit games to 18, another rhapor-league record
SWINGS
Kevin Seltzer, Kurt Stillwell and Jirn Eisenroch went 54or-13 atop Kansas City's revised Ina* on Monday lc
the Royals previous five games, the fits) three Wain had gone 3-1,42 . There have been three no-Ntlers this
season and kw players. including Ceol Fielder Noce have hit three homers in a game
SLUGGERS
Carlton Fisk 1st his 34151 camp homer Monday and Dale Murphy hit No 364
SLUMPS
Chicago Cuba starter Greg fracIdun is winless in his leeAswan starts (fhe tales and two no-decisions) and has
not won a game since May 5
STARTERS
Alter sten ng the season 5-0, Prided/601)4s Donne Cook is ankles in hve starts Bert Blyteven 4 231 in I 'n
seasons vnth Caelornia
STRIKES
Kevin Gross had nine W11144100$ Monday eight looking . Notion Ryan *stuck out 14 Monday night against Texas
ertending his mapr-league record of 10 or more in a game to 201
STOPPERS
1 think saves We overrated'
- Cleveland s °tug Jones, who saved hs 2051 game as Me Indians beat the
Boston Red Son 4-3 in 12 innings Monday night
SERIES
In winning three of four from Atlanta. San Franosco totaled 43 runs and 62 hits The Giants hays averaged 96
nine in seven games *gang the Braves this season, sinning Me
STARS
Kevin Gross pitched a tour-tuner and stowed Len Dykstra's 23-garne Ming streak as Montreal beat Philadelphia
5-0 Monday in the first game of a doubleheader
•
STOUS
...lose Canseco all remain in traction tor a few mare days according to a hospital spokeswomen who sad Mon
day the Oakland Athletics night fielder was undergoing a treatment plan of rest therapy and medication for back
pan Canseco also pent time in traction to he reduce the intiammason of a buldging lower disc
iiThe Catfornia Angels on Monday activated infielder Kent Anderson Anderson was pieced on the 15-dry
disabled list on May 21 with a sprained right Madder
SIOEUNED
Boston right-hander John Down all probably need arm surgery toning him to MOS the rest al the season Dr
Arthur Pappas, the team physician and an orthopedic specialist said Damon nas a pressure on the Wrier nerve
in the nght *bow
SPEAKING
"It was like I was in a coma I had no teeing whatsoever I as. numb I lust wanted to see it keep gong NO
never seen a look in a guy's eyes like I saw in his eyes tonight "- John Russel who caught Nolan Ryan s •rth
career no hitter on Monday

I

901 Coldwater

Road

753-0473 1

-Adults Belong
d in College ...
it's not just for kids anymore.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

300 South 4th

k.

753-9586

Find out about:

Murray's Only s3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
Financing Availabia on Sitioctard Uodiris

1983 T-Bird V-8

'2700

1977 Silvera(10 Truck

'2100

1983 Ford Escort

Auto A,.

'1100

1985 Cutlas Cera

'2995

1981 Chevy Caprice V-8

'1650

1984 Regal Ldl 4 Dr Loaciao

'2950

1981 Ford Truck

/300

1984 Chevy Ceieb Eurosporl

'2950

1974 Fad Galaxy , ovine SC COC m. '2000

1984 Datsun Truck

'2200

f379 Merc Marquis ,0a003

1985 Ford Ranger

'2700

1981 Buick Skylark Nioc.,, pk,o,

'1250

'2600

1982 Cutlass Coupe 2

'1750

1984 Pontiac Fero

2 Owner

RW3

.fusi Reduced

Dr

*
*
*
*

Financial Aid and Scholarships
Admissions Procedures
Careers
Campus Resources to help Adults

For more information call (502)762-4150 or 1-800-6
69-7654.

1350

CEA()

4,

___TA

is a program of the Center
for Continuing Education
Murray State University

13fc
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CLASSIFIEDS
8 Years Experience
Non-Smoker
Will Sit with
or Live in with
Elderly or

753-2048
Leave Message on
machine if can't be
reached. I will retain
per call._

VIDEO DATING Paducah
Murray, Benton, Mayfield
Confidential
For complete details send SASE
to P V S PO Box 1911,
Murray Ky 42071

1990 MEDICARE
INFORILATioN
Medicare Catastrophic Cowereae Act has
been repealed. Your need
has never been greeter for a
comprehensive Medicare
Supplement plan DeductWes,co-insurance and no
napproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
Part A deductible you. or
your insurance, must pay
has been increased to $592
in 1990
For more trifiemation
call
McConnell
Insurance Agency

The

753-4199
•our 2"th year of wrvior"

We Have An Immediate

GLASS Replacement for
home, auto and business
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size Mirror
frames and picture frames
MG Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed' No credit check No
deposit' Cash advances'
Also easy VISA/MC, no de
positl Free call
1(800)234-6741, anytime

LOST Large white male
cat, with gray patches and
gray on head with striped
tail Answers to "Willie
Last seen May 30, in vicinity of 6th & Main Reward
753-5470

$339.84 PER week guar
anteed I Assemble products
at home Amazing recorded message reveals
details. Call now!
1-912-225-9715 Ext. 17
ADDRESSERS wanted immediately! No experience
necessary. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Call tollfree: 1-800-395-3283

(STUDY HARD IN
SUMMER SCHOOL
TODAY 51R..

Miierray

ADDRESSING & MAILING
WORK $290 00 (and up)
weekly processing mail for
national company Simple,
easy work Complete details sent Write to T,C, S,
Inc Rt 4 Box 4-A Prescott,
AR 71857
ASSEMBLERS Earn top
US for work out of your
home For job info Contact
504-646-1700 DEPT
P2021
CONTINUECARE Home
Health Agency is growing
Full time RN needed to
work out of our Benton, Ky
office Must have assessment skills and floor experience Home health expenonce not required Job includes compentrve salary,
health insurance, and other
benefits If you are interested in pining this growing
industry, cal our Murray
office at 753-1434 or the
Benton office, 527-3144 for
an appointment and to arrange you an interview
EOE
DRIVE for more get more
miles get home every two
weeks get more benefits. If
you're good enough to
drive tractor/trailer OVEN the
road for M.S. Carriers,
you're good enough to
drive the best equipment
out there and bring home
more money, more often.
You're good enough to
earn up to $45,000 a year
and get more respect from
the company that puts drivers first. Get To A Phone
6 1 5 - 24 4 - 1 89 2
800-231-5209 M S. Carriers Delivering Your
Future

WAKE''ME UP WHEN
YOU COME BY HERE
AGAIN ON YOUR
WAY i4OME..

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring
all positions Both skilled
and unskilled For informs
hon Call (615)779-5507
Ext H-1386

NURSES Aide- PRN Work
as needed. Apply in person. Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr
E0E.

MEDICAL/Clerical position
farnikanty with medical terminology and computers
desired, but not mandatory
Send resume to: PO Box
1040G Murray, Ky 42071.

TEMPORARY Help
Wanted. Earn those extra
dollars! Set your own
hours Free let, supplies
and training. No delivering.
no collecting! Also booking
parties for Christmas gifts
and decorations Call now
days 753-7545, evenings
and weekends 753-1087.

RECREATION THERAPIST. Recreation Therapist/
Specialist needed to provide RT servioes to children
and adults who are mentally
r•tard•d/
developmentally disabled.
Therapist/Specialist will
serve as a member of an
interdisciplinary team providing a wide variety of
services in a community
based program. This entry
level position, located in
Henderson, KY, offers a
competitive salary and excellent benefit package
Qualifications must include
a BA/BS in recreation with a
therapeutic emphasis,
NCTR certified or eligible
preferred. Resumes with
salary history should be
submitted to Green River
MR/MR Board, Inc., P 0
Box 950, Owensboro, KY
42302, Attn. Neal Augustus, Director Human Resources. EOE

NEED 7 persons to assemble gift packs. Great pay
Materials furnished Send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to Box 148302
Nashville, Tenn 37214

EMPLOYMENT opportuneDes we now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the Job Training Partnership Act program Employment profile screenings will
be held on June 18. For an
appointment call 759-1965
or 759-1842

The Murray Independent School District is currently accepting applications
for the following
position:
.5 Special Education
Teacher, 9-12 One
year position.
Interested persons
should submit a letter
of application by
12:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 12,1990 to:
Murray Board
of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
NEED mature dependable
babysitter for infant 3 days
per week. My home or
yours. References required. Call 753-4276.

LET YOUR DRIVE
MEET OUR DRIVE
HEAD to HEAD
Your paracnal

drwo can mean cxa ltrx1
of dme when you you .1 8 Hunt tat
yox awl:1ton and motemocet lead tie
way to a great GUM WW1 onci Ow
county's most suocssalul tuctung
compwww.
8 Hunt ekes you teat pay plus
tart* Nimbi Insepaninced drivers
start at 211 cants par mkt and image
ire yea *army'can go up Icill2500
ycu we at loast 23 years old and have
toe drive we need
MI a cal

MAKE BIG MONEY stuffing envelopes $2 per envelope guaranteed. For info
send SASE to B.I.D. Marketing, PO Box 293262
Nashville, Tenn, 37229.

,vs

RECEPTIONIST, secretary, telephone operator, full
time, established professional firm. Reply to: PO
Box 1040A, Murray, Ky.
42071

(IF I NIT 1.1ER
'MI5 LITTLE BOOK
OF POEMS, 514E
MI6e4T NOT
FEEL IT.

1-800-64 -3331
J. B. Hunt
Where the driver matters
E0EiSubsict to drug screen
laprwroa often suet at 03 onsimi•

By GARY LARSON

,^

Ism u,o..a

t.)/sAPAE_R
CLOTI-kE6 7

TWO full time positions.
Calloway County ASCS Office, Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Qualified applicants
will receive consideration ANTIQUE
phonograph
without regard to race,
$25; hanging beads for
color, national origin, relig- doorway
$10; small microion, sex, age, marital stawave $65; Lg. collection
tus, handicap, or any other
baseball cards $80, cannon-merit factor.
sole TV older style $80,
UP to $15 hour processing Santa Claus dolls $15 set.
mail weekly checks guar- 753-0789.
anteed. Free detail, write,
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia,
Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA
91762.
WANTED: Responsible
person to babysit 4 yew old
and 2 year old in my home
or yours. Call days
753-9086, after 330pni
759-9911. Ask for Brenda
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail. Informabon send stamp to K S
Enterprises P.O. Box
5157-EMM Hillside NJ
07205

_ID RATE TO
RUN OUT OF TNING
To COMPLAIN ABOUT
THIS EARL'-1 INTO
isit14 VACATION

GARFIELD
TO RISE ABOVE
THE HUBBUB
AND HAVE TIME
ALONE WITH
YOUR THOUGHTS

After flicking on the light, Professor Zurkowitz is
caught off guard by the overnight success of his
efforts to cross-breed flying fish and piranhas.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
jr,M

ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY
IT'LL ALSO BE

BLONDIE

GONE

1 For fear
that
5 Possesses
8 Dutch
assembly
12 Heraldic
device
13 Demon
14 Fitzgerald
of music
15 Musical
instruments
17 Come on the
scene
19 "Snow White
and the Dwarfs"
20 Uncanny
21 Short jacket
23 Animal coat
24 Existed
26 Story
28 Cry
31 That thing
32 Metal
33 Concerning

1

2

3

4

12
15
/n
Ulf

21

PHANTOM
24
OUR FISH„ HE
Ti4AT WE LOST
OFFERED u5 HALF, OUR LINE ANP
WHAT'LL WE TELL CATCH TO A
THE OF(CE.
letAKE
CAPTAiN ?
iJACKER

25

31
34

35
39

1.1ill
18
51
55

40

34 Oolong
36 Shabby,
colloq
38 - Koppel
39 Shoshonean
Indians
41 Transaction
43 River of
forgetfulness
45 Is defeated
48 Ones
remaining
50 Irritate
51 Tiny
particle
52 Time gone by
54 Lime tree
55 Passenger on
bus
56 Haul
57 Spoken

AMANA side by side 19.4
cu ft., Sears Coldspot
17cu.ft., Norge washing
machine, DR table with 5
chairs and 3 leaves.
436-2374.

4 Doctrine
5 Towel
insignia
6 Early morn
7 Health
resort
8 Repulse
9 Puts on

one's guard
10 Jai It Challenge
16 River in
Siberia
18 Pare
22 Memoranda
23 Awaits
5
6
7
8
9
10 11
settlement
24 Humorist
13
14
25 Devoured
27 Contend
16
17185R 29 Native metal
30 Sleeping
20
need
35 Writer
36 Prophet
22
23
37 New England
university
26
27
28 29 30
38 Bed canopy
5
40 Subject of
32
33
discourse
42 Numbers
fil
37
()Mlle
36555
43 Dawdle
41
42
44 Girl's name
46 Lamb's pen
5
name
455546
47 Trade for
id
money
49
19 Posed for
portrait
52
54
53w
50 At present
53 Proceed
56
57
1 Cuts Off
2 Great Lake
3 Toils

55
55
US

2-12in. INTERNATIONAL
breaking plows, 3pt. hitch,
$150. 753-0610.
ATARI 2600 with 2 games.
436-5272.
C FARMALL tractor with
cultivator, $850. 753-5561
or 759-1610.
INTERNATIONAL tractor 2
row mounted cultivator with
fertilizer attachments,
$1250 or will trade.
753-0610.
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Good condition. Call
492-8566 after 5pm.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MOST
EROS
SHE
ODER
DEBT
TAA
CIER I E
GEYSERS
VALLEY
WIDE
OVAL
ON
CAN
PAN
REUAIN
PS
ALT
AS
I T
DEE
LE
MISER
RAG
SON
RE
AERO
SATE
MODULS
PLODDED
MISER
ASP
AREA
KENO
!WOE
MESA
E
SE

USU
555

I2
75:

191
nsi
reft
431

2BI
nia
tuc
tior

WOULD like job helping
professional or individual
paint, paper, experience
with murals 759-4517.

BUYING. aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8163 days,
498-8785 nights.

Co
(5C

GILSON riding lawn
mower, hydrostatic 16
horse power with 42 cutting
chamber and power lift.
$650.00 Phone 753-0027.

HOUSE cieaning done by
the job or by the hour,
weekly, by-weekly, or one CHEST freezer 20cuit.,
time only. Call after 5pm, $175. 753-9490.
1-901-593-3493.
HOTPOINT washer/dryer,
WILL take care of elderly, excellent condition, almond
sick, nights. Call 753-4590 color, $285 for the pair.
753-0814.
for information.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

•Pi
•M

191
w it
43-4

2 WINDOW air conditioners: 7400 & 510Obtu's.
759-9323 after 5:30pm.
DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming
753-7639

PP
22
vo

EMBER hearth fireplace insert with blower, $225.
474-0115.

KINGSIZE waterbed with
ART/CRAFT INSTRUC- padded rails, bookcase
TION: Drawing, painting, headboard, free flow matwatercolor, pastel. Saw/ tress and 6 drawer pedestal
Shirt painting. •Pastel base, $103. 435-4571.
workshop by Terry Jepson
For class and workshop QUEEN size waterbed with
registration call: Mary Sum- lighted mirrowed headter The Artist Eye board and bedrails, 3 sets
of sheets. Comforter op492-8737.
tional. 753-8743.
BE A PARALEGAL Accredited 1976, Attorney Instructed, Home Study, Fin
Aid, Free Catalog, SCI
1-800-669-2555
12ft. TOUGH line disk.
Cede squeeze shuts and
railroad ties. 436-5272.

SyUcase Inc

T'S GOOD TO
GET AWAY
NOW AND THEN

MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds uaar_
antique furniture, glees,
loots, quilts One piece or
house full. 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm.

3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap. Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal

,-/et e

IN1tRE6T NG IDEA
F>UT I TAINK
ILL_ PA,

TAKING applications tor
cabinet bulking and instillation. ANNperson at
Jerry's Custom Kitchen Cabinets, 409 Sunbury Circle.

Trude% School Grads
I NEED HELP! Earn
$100-$500 per month taking phone orders. People
call you. Call Barb at
513-847-8574 ext B-8.

NANCY
likEN
Wi-V1 DONT
YOU 60
PUT ON

Ledger & Times

Driving range, softball &
baseball batting cages now
open. North 16th St
753-1152, at Sullivan's Par
3 golf course.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

UPRIGHT piano, oak finish, with bench. Excellent
condition $700 OBO
527-2122

LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions. Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
247-7831. at
POOL SUPPLIES: From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories.
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available. 1lb. shock $1.99, algaecide $7.95, Pace 3in.
tablets 9.6lbs. $35.95. CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106 N. 4th St.
Murray, 759-1911.

$51
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CLASSIFIEDS
250

2761

120

Wanes
SWANS

Mobile
Hamra For UM

Act"

PRIVATE Investigetor with
22 years city and stele investigation expononce.
'Accedent 'Criminal *Civil
•Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641

FROM 16x52 to 16x82, you
won't find a bigger or better
selection of 16' wide mobile
homes and they'll be available to Kentucky residents
in Two Weeks!! Order
yours now or choose one in
stock at Bargain Home
Center Hwy 6415(Camden
Hwy) Paris, Tn
(901)644-1176.

1BR duplex, unfurnished,
new carpet no pets References Lease and deposit
$250imo 753-3913

270

IF YOU CAN pay rent, you
can own your own home
Small downpayment and
good credit will make you a
12x65 mobile home
homeowner today. Bargain
753-0353 after 6pm
Home Center 6415 (Cam1971 SCHULT 12x65 21x, den Hwy) Paris, Tn
new central H/A with stove. (901)644-1176
. Largest
refrigerator, washer/dryer selection around of
new
436-5279
and used homes
1983 14x65 mobile home IN THE MOOD to
trade
with 17 acres. Call your old mobile home
for a
437-4418.
new larger one? We have a
2BR mobile home, in Ke- large selection of new and
niana Shores, lot near Ken- used homes and will pay
tucky Lake Good condi- top dollar for your trade in!
tion, $5000 Cal 436-2289. Call Bargain Home Center
641S(Camden Hwy)Pans,
$500.00 DOWN AND Tn. (901)644-1176,
YOUR good credit will get TODAY!
this 14x56 unit delivered to
your lot this' week! Tell off LOT'S FULL, SOMEthe landlord and start build- THING'S GOTTA GO! New
ing equity for your family shipment of homes due to
instead of his! Bargain arrive any day, and we
Home Center, 641S(Cam- have no place to putem. No
den Hwy) Paris, To reasonable offers refused!
Must take delivery this
901-644-1176
week! Bargain Home CenA SMART move is owning ter, 641 South (Camden
your own home We can Hwy) Paris, In
make that possible at Bar- (901)644-1176.
gain Home Center 641S
(Camden Hwy) Paris, Tn.
(901)644-1176. Low down- WAITING FOR A BARpayments and easy pay- GAIN? Bargain Home Cenments! Check us out before ter is our name,and we live
you buy, you won't be sorry! up to it! One of the largest
selections of new and used
COMING soon to Kentucky homes in the area Check
- 16' wide mobile homes! us out before you buy 641
Be the first to have one of South (Camden Hwy.)
these beautiful spacious Paris, Tn (901)644-1176
homes for your own! We've
got the largest selection WOULD YOU BELIEVE a
around. Come see us at new 16x80 for $100.00?
Bargain Home Center Hwy Well we're good, but not
641S(Camden Hwy)Paris, that good! We do have the
best selection and the best
Tn (901)644-1176.
price on new and used
DON'T GIVE it to the gov- mobile homes in the area.
ernment! Let your tax dol- Check us out! Bargain
lars purchase your home! Home Center, 641S(CamWe have the information, den Hwy) Paris, Tn.
and are ready to tall it aN at (901)644-1176.
Bargain Home Center
641S(Camden Hwy)Paris,
2A0
Tn 901-644-1176.
llobk
Hoses For Rent
DON'T READ THIS ad un- 1 FURNISHED, 1 unfurnless you want to save big ished, 2br, nice. Hwy 1836
$$$S$ on the purchase of a 436-5550
new or used mobile home.
For the largest selection of 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
new and used homes at or unfurnished. Some new
'BARGAIN prices, call furniture, natural gasBargain Home Center, electric, air conditioned
641S(Camden Hwy)Paris, Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Tn (901)644-1176.
NICE 2br mobile home,
small, quiet court
SEE the best-looking 16'
$115/mo. 753-8216.
wides on the market at
Bargain Home Center.
2°0
From budget priced to luxHosting
urious, there's one for you!
And Cooing
Bargain Home Center Hwy
6415(Camden Hwy)Pans, 4 TON York central H/A
Tn. (901)644-1176.
unit, gas heat, 492-8595
Motile
Homes For Sale

5

NEWLY decorated 1982
300
2br, 2 bath mobile home
Business
and lot, new well. Small
Rentals
down payment and take
over monthly payments STORAGE Building.
436-5358.
1850sq.ft with a loading
RENTING OR BUYING, dock and a double door.
you're paying for the home Prime location. Call
your occupying! Don't 753-8809.
throw away another dollar
120
on the landlord, buy your
own at Bargain Home CenApartments
For Rent
ter 641S (Camden Hwy)
Paris, Tn. (901)644-1176.
Great selection or new and 1BR furnished apartment.
No pets. Call 753-4808.
used homes available.

1BR efficiency apartment
partial utilities paid no pets
753-9741
1BR furnished apartment
dose to University and hospital Some utilities paid.
Call 753-8756 or 753-4012.
1BR furnished apartment
Partial utilities paid No
pets 753-9741
BRICK duplex Westwood
2br, central electric, w/d
hookup, dishwasher, refrigerator, nice $350, mowing included. 759-4979,
753-8859.
FURNISHED or unfurnished apartment. 1 or 2
bedroom No pets Zimmerman Apartsments So. 16th
St. 753-6609.
FURNISHED 2br basement apartment on lake.
$200/mo, $100 deposit.
Available June 15. No pets
Call 436-2402.

EXTRA NICE
TOWNHOUSE
2 bedroom, 2
bath, nearly new.
$500 security deposit, $475/mo.
rent.

753-4682 or
753-5870
NEW brick duplex, all new
appliances including:
microwave and dAv., central gas h/a, carpet, custom
cabinets. Northwood Dr.
No pets. $385/mo., 1 year
lease, damage deposit.
753-3153 or 753-7900.
NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898.
1BR apartment ideal for
college student, affordable.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 430pm, 753-0606.
340

3 bedroom home on approximately I acre. Large
shop/garage. Satalite dish, appliances,carpet, new
well & pump. $45,900.

Roberts Realty
753-1651

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
whertyou need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

460

Ikea
It Roam

Services
Offered

Sortie's
°Herod

DOUBLE-WIDE by Fleetwood, sale priced $16,995
Free deli;dery. 2br with
kitchen apphanoes. Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79,
Paris, Tenn. Open 7 days.

REDUCED! Nice 31or, 1
bath home 4 miles north of
Murray. Natural gas heat
and window A/C New septic 753-2703

Lease For Less at

PONTOON boat slips for
rent. Also, pontoon boats
kx rent For more information cell, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221.

I HAUL away washing machines, dryers, dis
hwashers, tree limbs, etc
Reasonable At conditioners hauled free I buy aluminum, batteries, copper
436-2374

PAINTING, interior and exterior_ Free estimates References. Tremon Farris,
7W-1987.

GREAT commercial building for sale with B-2 zoning
located at 5 points intersection. Over 2600sq ft under
roof. Nice paved parking
area. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
NEW Condominiums For
Sale: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380sq ft plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras
$7,500 For more information phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
NEW listing! Brick 3br,
large lot only 10 minutes
from city. Low $50's Bob
Perrin Real Estate,
759-1881.

nighl

QUALITY built threilighout,
just minutes from the lake
A true hide-away home with
separate garage and workshop. Bob Perrin Real Estate 759-1881.
USE deed for no cash down
payment. We have a mobile home for you. Single or
double, open 7 days Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79E
Paris, Tenn.

Professional
Office

Call

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1982 YAMAHA Virago 920
Garage kept, 7800 miles,
leather saddlebags, adult
driven $1300 or best offer
492-8846
1986 Virago 1100. 4700
miles, excellent condition
753-6125
MOTORCYLE trailer for
sale, $175 753-4167
1982 750 VIRAGO customized Mint, 3000 miles,
$1500 or partial trade for
guns 753-7585

Lots
For Saki
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
GOOD lake lot approx.
100x200 on Panorama
Drive, on a hill overlooking
lake with lovely homes surrounding. Boat ramp access, $7500. Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

CALLOWAY SERVICE
SOUTHERN STATES
AKC puppies, various
breeds. 615-746-5355.

LOTS for sale, 2 blocks
from lake on Boatwright Rd
436-5272.
450
Farms
For Sale

FREE kittens to good 545 ACRES - Bases. 140
home. All colors, long- and acres corn, 38 acres wheat.
short-haired. Able to be in- 85 acres barley, 1700Ibs
doors or outdoors. burley, .7600 acres dark,
753-9390.
fenced, spring water, good
FREE REWARD for good productive farmland Wit
students. Show me a report sell all or part 8 miles east
card with at least one *A'or of Murray between Hale
a '13' average and get a and Faxon Rd 759-1778
kitten and box of Kitten
460
Chow free Call 489-2504
Homes
evenings and be ready to
For Sale
fall in love with a beautiful
pet.
35030 ft. 1 -story brick at
GIVE someone a lot of love, 1306 Doran Rd , liv . din ,
Pug pups. 502-527-8907. den wNault ceil & wd
burn. fp , 3 full baths, 3
bdrms widress area, exer430
cise & jacuzzi rm. 7 closets,
Real
lg. kit. & breakfast area
Estate
w/pantry, laund rm , Ig 2
4BR Fleetwood, super car garage, Ig attractive
nice-with footers, NC & ap- brick & quarry tile patio. Ig
pliances $37,995. Plywood lot (150'x225') phone
floors, tree delivery, Keith 753-0335 after 600 P M
Baker
Homes
9 0 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 , SPACIOUS 3br, 1 bath
aluminum sided house, city
1-800-748-9170.
water and sewer, natural
ASK about septic, electric gas, central H/A, priced to
and water hookup. Keith sell Financing available
Baker Homes. Mobile 492-8595
Homes, Mobile Homes
New -Used -Singles - NEW 30r, 2 bath Kentucky
Doubles Fleetwood, North Lake waterfront $94,900
Franklin 362-7346,554-3595
River,
901-644-0012
or NEWLY listed home
across
1-800-748-9170 Hwy. 79E.
street from country dub golf
Paris, Tenn
course Includes large shop
BOB Haley Real Estate and office building ideal for
business or storm. Phone
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651, 753-1222, Kopperud
489-2266
Realty

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blazer
$32983 me'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mc Closed End Lease
1973 PLYMOUTH Satellite, .4,floor, 318 auto., air,
900 tires, nice body. Runs
great, $700. 354-6747
1974 OLDSMOCILE Delta
88, extra clean Call
753-9832
1982 MAZDA 626, 2 door.
$750 762-2351 after 5pm
1982 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency, loaded. Extra
clean, $4300 759-1987
1986 CUTLASS Siera, 2
door, cruise, air, $4100.
759-4876.

USED boat trailers Murray
Bait Co. 753-5693.

Rudy's

Auto
Parts
USED Datsun and Toyota
parts and repair work. Call
after 6pm, 474-0116.
.190

Used
efiri

Inc.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Ffnonc:nq On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

1986 HONDA Accord LX.
Loaded, 35,000 actual
miles, excellent condition.
753-5246 nights, 753-0839
days.
1986 IROC Z-28: air, automatic, V-8, tilt, excellent
condition, 22,000 actual
miles, must see to appreciate. Must sell! $6950. Call
354-9144.
1986 MAZDA 323 2 door
hatchback, new engine, 1
year unlimited mileage,
warranty, $3200.
1-247-8013.
1987 PONTIAC Grand Am,
with A/C, tilt, cruise, light
blue, 4 door. 759-9831 or
489-2570.
1988 MERCURY Topaz
GS with AC, AM/FM stereo
cassette, excellent condition, $7500. 436-2910.
1988 TOYOTA pickup Low
mileage, sharp,$6000 firm
753-0789
1989 4 door Ford Escort
LX 759-1488
1989 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, low miles, full
power, metallic beige,
$13,000 or best offer. Call
' collect 901-642-2786.
500
Used
Trucks

CARS
Celebrity Wgn

'4987
'88 Pont. 6003
'4987
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn .'4987
87 Merc. Lynx Wgn '4987
87 Celeb V6 Eurospt '4987
'87 Taurus
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity .... '4987
'86 Olds Calais
'4987
'86 Plym. Horizon
'4487
'86 Isuzu I Mark
'3987
LX
'85 Mustang_.....

'4987

'4487
'84 Dooge Ares Wgn.......'3987
'82 AMC Eagle
'2987
TRUCKS
'87 Mazda
'4987
87 Chevy S10
'4987
87 Dodge Ram Van '4987
'86 Chevy Sit Flatbed '4987
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
'82 Ford Van ......
'3987
'81 Ford Va$
'3987

'2487

'77 Chevy Van

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems./ OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
Paducah

See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1971 DATSUN pickup
Good dependable work
truck, $550 Call after 4pm,
753-9785
1984 CHEVROLET Saburban, excellent condition
436-2600.
1986 MAZDA B2000 convertible, 40,000 miles,
$3800 Call 492-8380 after
6pm.
510

Campers
1989 241t. MINNIEWINNIE motor home,
6,000 miles, loaded.
$26,500 753-4389
753-5960.
30ft PROWLER camper,
sleeps 6 adults and 4 kids,
lots of extras Must see to
appreciate 498-8938
s20
Boats
& Motors
16ft. LARSON runabout,
75hp motor plus trailer.
Price reduced 753-3096.
1973 18'h ft. Glastron ski
boat with trailer. 115hp
Evinrude, 3 skis, 8 life
jackets, AM/FM cassette,
$3000. Excellent condition.
759-9311 after 12 noon.
1977 TIARA 2000, 20ft.
with cutty cabin, 198hp
MerCruiser I/O motor.
753-5203 or 753-9665.
1984 18ft. ADVANTAGE
boat and 140R Mercruiser
with Moody trailer. Barely
used, not used in 4 years
Been in storage $7900.
753-4389 or 753-5960.
CHEETAH Runabout
1588, 19ft , 165hp I/O.See
at Lee Marine

Inc.

24ft DUROCRAFT pontoon 50hp Johnson, trolling motor, good condition.
$2.875 436-2781

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Saleervice
225 N. 2nd St.
759-1999
•24 Hour Answering Service.
.Free Pick-Up & Delivery
•We Service Any Types.

When You List With Us...

Start Packing!

and selling
•We make buying
Real Estate easy for you'

KopPetud Realty
753-1222

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Cal Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
4111MINIM11111=11%

Professional lob
without the
Professional Price
Free Estimates

759-9907
II no answer. leave message

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding. Also tree estimates_ 35 years experience. Glen Joiner owner
753-0906.
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates
489-2303.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL, Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Doors & Windows
Anvil White Roofs
Shape & Anchoring
Metal Steps
Treated Decks & Porches
Lattice or Banisters
Vinyl & K-Rok Skirting
Complete Parts Catalog
Miller Cotural Air
Floors & Sonoma
Repaired
Window Awnings &
Door Canopy:
Phone

(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S.
Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

R.B. MITCHELL PAVING.
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience. 753-1537.
ROCKY , COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

4
4

ROGER Hudson rock haul-a
Jim's Hauling & Sanitation ing and services. 753-4545
Of 753-6763_
Service (city or county).
You call we haul 436-5574 ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036.
and Trimming 345-2312
KENNEY Travis Trucking' SHANE'S Quality Painting
gravel, dirt, fill sand and and Wallpapering Service
white rock. Call 759-1039 Free estimates, reasonable
prices. 753-8455
evenings.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower comLAKESHORE Construction petitive cost. Free esti- home remodeling, mates without obligation
residential/commercial re- Day or nite, 753-5484.
novabon, plumbing, conVCR REPAIR Wood VCR
crete, trim/frame carpentry
Service Center, cleaning436-5598.
servicing $15; most repairs
$35, all brands. 3rd Street,
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
ING For all your carpet & Mon -Fri ; 753-0530
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call WILL break and disk gar753-5827 Satisfied den also landscape, level
driveway, bushhog. Free
references
estimate. 436-5430.
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical WILL do plumbing and light
service. Commercial and hauling. 435-4169.
residential. Fast, courteous
550
service. 759-1835.
Feed
1 Seed
MASON with 3 years experience seeks employ- HAY for sale, in field Red
ment. Call 435-4161.
clover-mixed grass ColNEED painting done? Call dwater area Easy access
Paul! I will do it at a fair price 489-2773, evenings
and will do you a good job
560
Paul's Painting Service
Free
753-0147 evenings or
Column
492-8545.
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors.
Free estimates Wuttf's Recovery, Murray 436-5560.

ortuar
PS
CUSTOM KfTCHEN CAMMTS
CUSTOM W000NOIK1MG

MI Types Of:

CAMP Septic Tank Cleaning. 753-9224.
CONSTRUCTION: New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Twin Lakes
Builders.

Custom

BUILDING Contractor
Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings.
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.
GENERAL building Roofing and painting, interior
and exterior, concrete, etc
25 years experience
Phone (502)474-0107.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
LAWN MOWER REPAIR same day service, most
cases Rebuild, pickup/
delrvery, service calls Midway Small Engine Repair,
492-8543
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your speafica
tons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates 759-1683
HIGH grass headaches
Problems with weeds Call
us for help Bushhogging,
mowing, trimming, and tree
removal 492-8254 for free

estimates
I do windows, cleaning, and
light yard work Call
762-4779 anytime

Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
SurygoIRY•MUCIRA`f be• 7 r,

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates 753-7203.

\

1 YEAR old female Peek-a
Poo dog, 8mo old female
part Chow 753-0789

PAINTING, Paper HangBILL'S Garage Doors ing. Danny Robinson
Sales & Service. Free esti- 753-0616.
mates. 30 years expenonce. 1-545-3567.
•
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work.
753-5476.

'

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

CAMP

Mowing &
Trimming

•••

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines, tree estimates, reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4290

Lawn Care

di:15

.86 Mustang

110

LAKEFRONT lots, also lots
near lake and marina
436-5811

\

Notareyeiss

OWNER finance. New carpet, 2br, mobile home,
large wooded lot. Only
$7000. Bob Perrin Real Estate 759-1881.

3BR older home on 280E
City water, $195/mo
436-2759

HAPPY JACK
FLEA GARD
At metal patented devce con
dots teas in the home without
PESTICIDES Results over

4,,3

1968 MUSTANG 302 autoOver '4 million Sinventory matic, $1200. Call
14's-16's-20's & 28' wides 492-8380 after 6pm.
beginning $9495. Keith
Baker
Homes 1984 HONDA Civic,4 door,
9 0 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 , 5 speed with air. 435-4318.
1-800-748-9170 Paris,
Tenn. Hwy 79E.

1703 MILLER, 2 bedroom
house, 1 bathroom. Rent
$230.00 Rent plus $200 00
Deposit. No pets References. 753-6350.

Pets
& Supplies

530

Used
Cars

For Sale or Lease

380

538

Homes
For Salo

Corner lotlocation 12th
Street. Good Terms.

SMALL and neat one bedroom home for rent for 2
months. Low utilities, partially furnished. Near the
university. $200 per month.
Contact Bill Kopperud,
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.

490

Real
Estate

Houses
For Reed

AKC Registered Dashsund
and Dalmation puppies.
901-352-2416 nights,
901-986-3693, days.

414 S. 12th

Milerray Ledger 81 Times

1110 Sy..
nt.9
roof •
JUST REDUCED
Roomy 3 bedroom,"2 bath brick ranch horne in
quiet residential neighborhood.Fenced backyard
and outside storage. Low $60's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

MURRAY/CALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL
Has the following openings in the Nursing
Dept.
- Nursing Supervisor:
Part-time, evenings and nights.
- Home Health -Registered Nurse:
Full-Time days with call.
- Outpatient Surgery Registered Nurse:
Part-time,•days:
- Surgical Technologist:
Part-time days & evenings.
- 0. R. Housekeeping Aid:
Pan-time days.
- Medical/Surgical Registered Nurses:
Full-time, nights
- Critical Care Registered Nurse:
Full-time nights.
- Pool Registered Nurses:
All shifts
For more information contact:

Jerry. Thomas
Director

Personnel

•ire.?;.e.

803 Poplar
Murray, Ky. 42071
EDE
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California reunion
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Mrs. Virginia James Gibbs
Mrs. Virginia James Gibbs, 74,
of Murray died Monday at 1026
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was married July 18, 1936,
in Metropolis, Ill., to Joe &Id
Gibbs who died Dec. 13, 1989.
Two brothers, Grover Wood James
and Edwin James, also preceded
her in death.
Born Sept. 11, 1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Cleve James and Dove
Wood James.
Mrs. Gibbs was a member of
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church. .
Survivors are one son, James
Phillip Gibbs and wife, Mary, Don-

gola. III.; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Susan Burris and husband, Kevin,
Dongola, and Joseph Stephen
Gibbs, Phoenix, Ariz.; two greatgrandchildren, Jennifer Elizabeth
Eurris and Christopher William
Burris, Dongola; one sister, Mrs.
Josephine Halford; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Helen James, and an aunt,
Mrs. Uldine Evans, both of
Murray.
Services will be Thursday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Tom Cary will officiate.
Burial will follow in Martin's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

.Mrs. Jessie Lorene Wright
Mrs. Jessie Lorene Wright, 81,
Murray, died Monday at 2:36 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Thomas Henry
Wright, died in 1962. Two sons,
William Thomas Wright and Buster
Wright, also preceded her in death.
Born Feb. 17, 1909, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Jas Hurt and Dora Hurt. She
v.as of Baptist faith.
Mrs. Wright is survived by three

daughters, Mrs. Edward (Judie)
Massey, Evansville, Ind., Mrs.
Robert (Betty) Trinkle, Cherry Hill,
N.J., and Mrs. Linda Nelson, Valparaiso, Ind.; two sons, Paul
Wright, Evansville, and Joe
Wright, Portland, Ore.; two
brothers, Noble Hurt and Ottis
Hurt, Murray; 14 grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial services.

J.C. Brewer
J.C. Brewer, 73, Calvert City,
formerly of Murray, died Monday
at 12:20 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired in 1979 after 29
years employment at Pennwalt
Corp., Calvert City. A veteran of
World War II, he was a member of
Goshen United Methodist Church,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons, Murray Chapter
No. 92 Royal Arch Masons, and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Born Jan. 20, 1917, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Joe Brewer and Birdie Wilkins
Brewer.
Mr. Brewer is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Geraldine Barnett Bre-

wer, to whom he was married on
April 16, 1938; two, sons, Glen
Barnett Brewer and Joe Bob Brewer, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs.
Pauline Adair, Farmington; four
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Julian Warren and the Rev. Susan
Allsop-Atkinson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m.
Wednesday at the funeral home
where friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. Wednesday.

Loren Adams
Services for Loren Adams will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Nowell Bingham
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pleasant
Grove Cemetery in Graves County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Adams, 94, Murray, died
Sunday at 11:051).m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
His first wife, Mrs. Katherine
Wilson Adams, died in 1971.
He opened Adams Brown-Bilt
Shoe Store in Murray on Aug. 26,
1938, and also operated a store in,

•

Mayfield. He was a former prideipal of Mayfield and Graves County
School Systems, a charter member
of Mayfield Lions Club, a former
member of Murray Rotary Club,
and a member of First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Georgia Wear Adams, to whom he
was married on June 12, 1972; two
sons, Frank M. Adams, Frankfort,
and Henry Adams and wife, Mary
Nell, Frankfort; three grandsons,
Henry Adams Jr., Dr. Stuart Adams
and Scott Adams; three greatgrandchildren, Kathryn Adams,
Eric Adams and Troy Adams.

James Johansen
Graveside rites for James
Johansen were today at 10:30 a.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev.
Jim Simmons officiated.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
as in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Johansen, 84, of 321 South
13th St., Murray, died Saturday at
Veterans Administration Hospital,
Buffalo, N.Y.
His wife, Mrs. Marelle Ward

Johansen, died March 30, 1975.
He is survived by one son,
Robert C. (Bob) Johansen, Costa
Mesa, Calif.; one sister, Miss
Mabel Johansen, Chippewa Ontario, Canada; brother-in-law, G.B.
Jones, two nieces, Margaret Nell
Jones and Mrs. Mary Ann Barrow,
and one nephew, Dan Jones,
Murray.

Mrs. Willie G. Longmire
Mrs. Willie G. Longmire, 91,
dica Sunday at 7:48 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She lived with her two sisters,
Ms. Johnnie Scholes and Mrs. Zilpah Saxon, and her nephew, Dr.
Harvey Lynn Elder, at the family
resident, Beauregard Hill,
Pryorsburg.
Mrs. Longmire was a member of
Wingo Church of Christ and a
retired employee of Merit Clothing
Co. at Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her
husband, Robert H. Longmire; one
daughter, Mrs. Frances Ligon; four
sisters, Mrs. Blanche Shelton, Mrs.
Clarice Neale, Mrs. Mary Pryor
and Mrs. Fannie Elder; her parents,
Jesse Beauregard Scholes and Eula
Albrittan Scholes.

Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Bobby Joe Russell, Garland, Texas;
her sisters, Ms. Scholes and Mrs.
Saxon; nephew, Dr. Harvey Lynn
Elder; six grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. at Wingo Church of Christ.
Bobby Crittendon and Nathan
Legate will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Eddie Russell, Jeff Russell, Wynne Weathers,
Mike Marshall, Donnie Clapp and
Donnie Dowell. Burial will follow
in Pryorsburg Cemetery.
Friends may call at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday). The body will be
taken to the church at 2 p.m.
Wednesday.

Floyd Buren Stone
ROO DU= Stone, 52, Hazel, Western Oak Grove Baptist Church
died Sunday at Lourdes Hospital, in Henry County, Tam., where the
Paducah.
funeral will be Wednesday at 2
He was born July 9, 1937 at p.m. The Rev. J. Williams will
New Providence.
officiate.
Survivors are his parents, Trellis
Burial will follow in Western
and Bernice Cowan Stone, Hazel; Oak Grove Cemetery with arrangehis grandmother, Mrs. Rachel Cow- ments by Rawls Chapel, Paris,
an, Henry County, Tenn.
Tenn., where friends may call from
Mr. Stone was a member of 6 to 7 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
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Mrs. Vera Holmes Spencer
The funeral for Mrs. Vera Holmes Spencer is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of George A. Smith &
Sons Main Street Funeral Home,
Jackson, Tenn.
Burial will follow in Hollywood
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Spencer, 82, Jackson, died
Sunday at her home. She was the
widow of Troy E. Spencer.

She was a retired employee of
Bemis Brothers Manufacturing Co.,
and a member of Bemis First Baptist Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Joe Ann Pate, Jackson, and
Mrs. Jim Fogleman, Baton Rouge,
La.; one son, Troy Max Spencer,
Murray; one brother, Rayford Holmes, Jackson; eight grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren.

Ashland Oil launches campaign
KENOVA, W.Va. (AP) — Ashland Oil Inc. workers have
launched a campaign to refute lawsuits alleging the company has
harmfully polluted the air around
the Kenova area.
,More than 200 Kenova-area residents have filed suit against the
company seeking millions of dollars. The first four to take their
cases to court were awarded $10.32
million on May 30 in Kanawha
County Circuit Court.
The residents claim emissions
from the company's Catlettsburg,
Ky., refinery have damaged their
property and caused health problems. The company denies those
allegations.
Ashland Oil workers on Monday
attended a meeting of some resi-

Dick Blue (left), owner of a public relations firm, and Cliff Finney,
past potentate of the Shriners Club, meet at the California reunion at
the Playhouse in the Park Saturday. The group of Murray residents,
formerly of California, meet at least once a year.

Museum dedicated at Ford's Theater

dents who have filed suit against
the company.
grant from Brooks Brothers to the
The workers, wearing 1-shins By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
National Park Service, which mainthat said "Ashland Oil Employee
WASHINGTON — A newly tains the theater as a national his— And Proud of It!", said they renovated
museum displaying more toric site.
would hold their own meeting
Among other items on display in
than
400
historical
objects relating
tonight in which they would hire an the basement museum, which was
to
Abraham
Lincoln's
assassination
attorney to handle their campaign.
was dedicated Monday at Ford's closed two years ago for renova"We'll go after the people who Theater,
where the Civil War presi- tion, is a framed fragment of towel
come after us," said Ron Wallace,
dent
was
fatally shot the night of stained with Lincoln's blood at
representing the workers.
Petersen House, where the presiApril 14, 1865.
Arnold Levlin of Philadelphia,
Included in the new permanent dent died across the street from
an attorney representing the resi- exhibition
is the single-shot derrin- Ford's Theater the morning after he
dents, said his clients deserve the ger pistol that
actor John Wilkes was shot.
right to take their cases before the Booth used
to wound Lincoln morlegal system.
tally while he was attending a play
"This class action will assure at Ford's
Theater.
this community, through indepenAlso on display a life-size model
dent analysis, whether (the resi- of Lincoln
in the clothes, he was
dents) are right or wrong — just let wearing that
us have our day in court," he said. large, black night, including the
Prices as of 10:00 AM
broadcloth frock coat
made for the president by Brooks
Brothers to wear at his second
Industrial Average
inaugural.
Previous Close
289237 )
costs of transportation, instruction,
The coat was restored with a
.
41
Air Products
administration, operation and main( A.T.C.-Clan A ...--3811
5'4
5 38Y.A
+V
tenance. It also includes the ratio
AT&T
42% unc
of instructional to non-instructional
Bank of Murray.. 1258 140Beil
employees, attendance and dropout
South.
56 -Y.
rates, a local financial index and
BrIgp & Stratton 32% unc
predicted student test scores.,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Chrysler.
10%
Under the management- Democratic U.S. Senate nominee
CSX Corp
34% +%
assistance program, the state board Harvey Sloane will tour some
Dean Foods
.35% +%
each July identifies five school dis- county courthouses Wednesday
Dollar Gen. Store
8% B 9A
tricts in need of special help. Each with John Brock, whom he
FlICIA
48 +%
of those districts is then assigned a defeated in the May primary,
46% unc
,General
ford
Motors
49% +Ye
management expert, who works Sloane's campaign announced.
Goodrich
45% unc
with local school officials over the
The first stop is to be in Brock's
.Goodyear
33V.
next year.
hometown, Morehead, for camI.B.M.
119%
State school officials consider paigning at the Rowan County
Ingersoll
Kinan
Rand
58% +%
the program "one of the most suc- Courthouse.
36%
cessful initiatives the legislature
Other stops are planned at courtKroger
14% ROC
ever took," said state Department houses in Owingsville, Mount SterKy. Utilities
19`/. +IA
of Education spokesman Gordon ling, Winchester and Paris before
Lou. G & E
39% +ye
Nichols.
Sloane visits supporters in Lexingi McDonalds
35% +V.
14
ton, according to an intinerary ( JCPenney
65% -/
Quaker Oats
52% .unc
released by Sloane's campaign.
Sears
36% unc
Sloane and Brock said at a joint
Snap-On Tools
37% +%
er" production at Chicago's Arie appearance after the primary that
Texaco....
5T/i unc
Crown Theatre for seven years they would campaign together in
T
wus
Im
aTi.
em
- Waratrner
106%
eastern Kentucky, where Brock's
until 1973.
29% u nc
"She really worked people very, strength was greatest.
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School rating system needs exemptions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky school districts with
more than 20,000 students or fewer
than 600 students would be exempt
from a system of rating their management efficiency under new regulations recommended by a state
school board committee.
However, the proposed new rules
would still allow the largest and
smallest school districts to be
targeted for special aid if they ran
up a financial deficit.
The full board will consider
today whether to drastically revise
the rating system, which is aimed
at pinpointing districts that need
special management assistance
from the state.
The system — applied under a
1985 law — takes into account
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McRae, 88, dies of natural causes
EVANSTON, Ill. (AP) — Edna
McRae, a ballet teacher who earned
national recognition for her work
for the Joffrey Ballet Company and
with child dancers, has died. She
was 88.
Miss McRae died Thursday at
the senior citizens' residence where
she lived in this Chicago suburb.
The Chicago native studied in
London and Paris before opening a
ballet school in Chicago in 1925.
The school became one of the
places traveling dance companies
would take lessons when in the
area.
After retiring in 1964, she
directed the New York-based Joffrey Ballet Company's West Coast
scholarship courses. She was also
associate director in charge of
children for the annual "Nutcrack-
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Wilkinson requests presidential aid
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state on Monday asked for immediate assistance from two agencies
for damages from last week's thunderstorms, high winds and flooding, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
office announced.
Wilkinson is expected to request
a presidential disaster declaration
on Tuesday, after damage assessments are completed, a news
release said.

Monday's request meant immediate low-interest loans would be
available from the Small Business
Administration and the Farmers
Home Administration, the release
said.
Affected counties are Bath, Carroll, Fleming, Fulton, Henry, Henderson, Jefferson, Menifee, Morgan, Oldham, Rowan, Shelby,
Trimble and Union.
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family or business protected if you
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TOMMY VANCE
He
attended
Calloway
County High School. He lives in
Hazel and attends Hazel Baptist
Church. He has 20 years sales
experience in farm equipment, trucks and cars.
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